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INTRODUCTION 
Modern elementary education trF~.ces its origin largely to 
Rousseau' n Emile. Roussea11' s influence is shown directly in 
the work of one of his followers, Heinrich Pestalozzio Being 
inspired to save mRnkind, .Pes ta.lozzi found menns to eo.uca te the 
children in QU:9.li ty of o.ction. which meo.nt "b:r.1ngins the ch:tldren 
close to the great tenche:r, Mother :t'ffl.ture, Tb~s Wfi;\.S probably 
the first glimmer of the ten..ching of self e:f'fo:rt a.na the first 
opening of the path to freedom. 
Ou~ American forefathers, with the exoept~on o£ Tho~as 
'Jefferson, had no ideal of a system of uni vereal e~luoat1on 0 
His plil.ns were t1,ottled 'by slavery, but the dootri.ne ot \lni ... 
versal education lived., Then fl.t a time when the whole system 
of common schools was in d~nger of failure Horace Mann gave his 
life to the promotion of the interests of the Common school, 
In 1837, the very year Horace .Ma.nn gave up his prospect ot 
a famou~ political career to become Secretary of the State 
:Board of Ed.u.cation in l~rassachusr:Jtts, Francis Wayland Parker was 
born in New Hampshir-e, e.nd we.s destined. to play an 'important 
part in this movement for the welfare of the common school. He 
began his teaching career at the age of sixteen. In his wor-k 
he made a practical application of the truism of Comenius, 'We 
Learn To Do By Doing,' by supplying condi tiona which were favor-· 
able to efficient and rational doingo Spurred on by his deep 
conviction that there must be a science of educatj_on with which 
he was not f~miliar, he spent several years studying in Germany. 
----~--~ 
iv 
With his oonviotion strengthened, he returned to America 
to continue his work or reform in the elementary schools ot, 
Amerioa. He pictured the school as a community and the teacher 
as an organizer od oommunity life and creator of publio opin-
ion. Like Horace Mann, he instigated and promoted a great 
movement to free teachers as well as children. 
Prior to this time teachers had received appointments mainly 
through political influence, regardless of their laok ot 
qualifications. Through Colonel Pa~ker's efforta, it be-
came necessary to appoint teaohers w:no we:re equ;l,ppeq to guide 
the pupils along the path of freedom which develops selt-oon-
trol. l 
Qolone~ Parker retused to aooept a oreed han4e4 4own 
tram the past and so refused ~o impose a oreed upon bis fol-
lowers. Thus he left no p~bli.shed works wh1oh do ju$tioe 
to his· educational theory and praot1ae. 
I 
It is my purpose to show the relationship of his work 
to the Progressive School Movement, and the background pro~ 
vided by his reforms tor Dr. John Dewey's contribution to the 
elementary school. 
1. 
J.C.Herrron, ~anc!~. Way~and Parker, 2. 
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CHAPTER I 
TE:.:>TIMONIALS OF COLONEL PARKER'S CONTEMPORARIBS. 
Colonel Parker could not remember when he did not have 
a strong desi-re to secure an education. Although he entered 
the village school when he was three years old, he was able 
to read before that time. In spite of this ability, his 
'Untiring zeal and couragEJ, and his capac 1 t1 to inspire young 
teachers, he felt rather than s~w aonaern~ns the proq~ss of 
education for he could, not always expre.ss hitns(tJ,f with clear-
ness. This is evidenced in his at~teme.nt at the Coo~ County 
Normal School, when he was in Middle age, upon hearins Dr, 
Dewey's educational creed for the first time. He e:x:Qlaimed 
with great feeling: 
This educA.tional theory I have never· been able to state sat-
isfactorily. This is whn,t 1 have been ~truggling all my life 
to put into action. 1 
He left no boolrs which adequately show the im-port of his 
. 
philosophy, but he did serve as &.:..1 inspiration to thousands 
coming from nearly every state in t~e Union, ~nd from several 
foreign countries, who visited his school in Chlcagoo 
The following testimonlals·show the high regHrd. in which 
was held in the minds of prominent educators of his day. 
That his new system of educati.on brought happiness into 
the schoolroom fo·r both teA.cher and pupils, is shown in the 
following statements: 
Thousands have been able to lay asia_e those methods which ma.ke 
the labor of the school room a piece of drudgery and make 
1 
I. C. Heffron, Francis We.yl8.n<l :!?arker, page 36 ~. 
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~heir daily work a constant joy to themselves and to 
their pupils. Children learned how to bring to the s·tudy 
of their lessons all that they had learned by experience, 
and how to interpret that experience by the pJ:linciples 
which they learned t-;o lmow thJ:lough theil~ school lessons. 1 
To the out and dried, conservative principals and 
superintendents who expected only some new sho:rt methods 
of teaching the usual studies, Colonel Parker was a 
disappointment. The following statement of Dr., L. 
Seeley, J?r•ofessor of' Pedagogy 1 E.)ta te Nornw.l School 1 New JJersy, 
shows however that this w~s not always th~ casar. 
C.olonel parker bas been an insp;tra·cion to tl;le great mass 
of our common-school teachers, .. 8\.:I.Qh an :l.nspi:b~tion, as 
no other man has been in the whole educational history 
of this country.,." .I lla ve known him fo:r over twEHlty ... 
five years, and have stood in the c~ose rel~tion of a. 
personal correspondent tor all these year~. !t was his 
work a.t Quincy that awakened me to the idea of something 
bet.ter 1 that led me to go to Germany for study. There was 
something in his rugged, earnest, enthusiastic nature 
that met with a response in me and stirred me to better 
things. 2 
Dr. G. Stanley Hall, then ,President of Clark University, 
made ·this statement dur~ng his work at C.:ook C;ounty Normal 
School:: "I come here every year to set my educational watch.'' 
It was through Colonel Parker's love of children that 
he was ab~e to fulrul1 his mission to humanity. ~he scho~l 
was one large family, with Colonel .Par leer the co-worker 
with his faculty, the elder brother of the adult student, 
and the lover of children. 
1 
2 
Among the tributes to Colonel Parker included in his 
Dr. w. T. ~rris, Parker As A Regenerating Force in Amer-
ican Education, page 21, Talks 2n T.eaching, Parker 
~s 2n ~staching,, Tributes to O .. olonel Parker, page 37. 
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book 'JJalks .QQ ~eac~i1.!.6,s, is the following on page. 24, by- Dr. 
William Harp~r, President of the University of Ohio&go: 
Ris love !'or children was extraordinary, and this single 
taotor controlled his thinking and hie life. Nor was it 
love f'or children in the abstract. The satisf'aotion with 
which he studied the growth and development or a particular 
child, the interest manifested in eaoh individual, were the 
truest expression of' the joy and gladness which seemed to 
fill his soul in its close communion with child-life •••••• 
He was a man or su erb idealism, unmindful of the present 
provided there seemed to be a promise of a greater future; 
never move4 by motives of' exp~dienoy ~ut hol41n~ out before 
himself' as well as tb.ose assooiateQ. w~th him, a high and 
splendid ideal towards the re~l:l.zatioP. or wtt~ch ;b.e ~l\e the 
most earnest effort. 
Corroborating tllif.ll chara(Jteristio is the statement of 
Supt. w. N. Hailman or Dayton, Ohio, tound on p~se 30 or 
the same book: 
In Colonel Parker, the ohildren of thia country lose one 
of their warmest friends, and eduoatio~~l proBress one of' its 
most forceful advocates. I know of' no man who has done more 
than Colonel Parker to arouse the people and the teaohers or 
our colilltry to a true estimate of' the:Lr.responsibility in 
matters of education, and to clear the way out of' the jung-. 
les of mediaevalism into the open fields of rational prac-
tical education. · 
His translucent sincerity df purpose, his manly earnest-
ness, his clear grasp of the situation, his unfailipg vigor 
and exhaustless resourcefulness cornpelled conv8rsion and fol-
lowing wherever he spoke or worked. The conviction that ·· 
spread from his lips was due neither to the glamour of high 
official P.osi t ion nor to the af'fectat ion of erudition, but 
simply and wholly to the prophetic eloquence of a man to whom 
a rare genius had revealed the light of truth. 
We owe 'much to Colonel Parker and much that we shall never 
lose. The growing reverence for childhood in the work of 
the school, the steady expansion of its interests, the re-
cognition of' the child's immediate purposes as a valid fac-
tor in the work of education, the consequent respects for 
individuality, the love that feeds the soul and opens the 
mind, the liberation of the hand as a distinctive creative 
organ, the cultivation of the esthetic sense and the conse-
quent strengthening of moral attitude on the part of child-
ren, -all these and many other things that are blessing the 
schools of the day are largely due to Colonel Parker's con-
vincing initiative. 
~ sincerely hope that the profession will find some way to 
honor permanently the memory of this pioneer of education-
al advance, and to keep alive in its work the spirit whioh 
animated him. 
4 
Showing plainly Clolonel Parker's place in the education• 
field as the following tribute of .Dr. Andrew s. llraper From 
Tributes to Cal.onel Parker, page 23, in Parket"'s !L~ on 
Teao)}._ins,; 
Colonel Parker me.de a· distinct 1mpre~Ssion upon. .A:me:fioan edu-
cators because ne :t'ir$t presented to the intelligence of the 
oountry the unwisdom or n1echa.llioal .methode in inst~\lction. 
It is quite possible tJ;la.t his philosophy was not new, but he 
was the first American teacher who had the foroe ot character 
to put it into operation in a prominent New England town and 
the aooom.plishments as a wri·ter and "peuk~r to oo~d, tor 
it the attention or tlle country. He f;saw l.ong 'befo:pe tP.e 
great body of AmericM teaohe;J?s that chil.dr·en ~;re not to be 
taught like dogs and parrots, 'by memoriza·b:ion, but by gain ... 
ing their interest and star~in~ their powers ~nto ~ctivity. 
He was derided, but h~ co~nanded a h~~tin'; b~ was opposed, 
but opposition made him more asgreas:t.ve. He was ex.treme and 
intolerant, and the oountry.never aooeptedhi~ daotrines in 
their compl.eteness, but in very large measure his Qont~ntions 
have come to be universally adopted. It cou~d har~ly have 
been so but for his aggressiveness an4 intolerance. He broke 
out new roads, and it could only be done by harsh and heavy 
implements. He was a readv speaker, and an accomplished, 
even unique, public speaker. He was an inspiration, and a 
very welc.ome one, in all educational gatherings. Withal his 
was a genial spirit, a sympathetic nature. He made friends, 
even disciples, of his students, and the elements in his un-
usual character drew into him all who came within his reach. 
His death is a loss to American education, but he has a place 
in our ~ducat anal history, and it is secure. 
~he tribute of Dr. John w. Cloak, President o:f the North~ 
ern ILlinois State N0 rmal School is as follows: 
Francis Wayland Parker is the most unique and original per-
sonality that has been prominently identified with popular 
educc..tion since the days of Pestalozzi. In many ways he bore 
a striking resemblance to the great Swiss reformer. There 
was the same freedom from the fetters of tradition, the sruoo 
passionate and unfaltering devotion to an ideal, the same 
worshipful attitude toward a little child ••••• This great-
hearted, fearless, self-sacrificing champion was forever 
shaming our lack of faith and our slavish dependence upon 
5 
-the past. He, more than anyone eise, taught us to believe 
that in all the world there is no other task so sacred as to 
teach God's little ones, and that within the schoolroom's 
narrow bounds there is the amplest space for the fullest ex-
ercise of the rarest gifts of the most highly endowedmen 
and women of any age of raoe. 1 . 
We learn something of Colonel Parlterta idea:l.s and e.ch• 
ievments from Dr. Wilbur s. Jackman, who was head ot the 
Natural Science Department at Coole County Normal Sob.ool dur-
ing his.superintendency. 
Bound by no conventions, and fettered by nQ traditions, cre-
ating none himself', he was ever free to take f're~h points 
ot view and to ;Lnaugtu•ate new lines o;C aot 1 op., Every de.y 
was literally a new oeginning. lt he was absurdly inoons~st· 
ent, his was the 1noohsistency or growth. Hi~ ~oul remained 
undisturbe<t, although his rapid shifting and e:X:J?.Osit~on was 
of ten the desp~ir of his students. The result is, that he 
will probably live in. the futur~ with the brietest history 
ever writeen of a man who actuallY. has done so muon. 
The war waged upon Colonel :t?a.rker wa~tt not upon trifli~ · 
details; it was upon the f'o\Uldamental~;~ in h\.lll1.e.n life, !J.'hrough 
. their instincts the poli tioians at le!M:Jt dimly ;t'presaw the 
result upon their own arnbi tion if childhood w~re al:i.owed this 
sweet taste of freedom; hence they anq all other manipulators 
of men !ought him as for their lives, · 
Colonel Parker iterated again· and again that nothing 
should be allowed to stand between an individual and success 
but himself. This brought him into immediate conflict with 
superintendents, boards of education, political maching men 
and with the whole fraternity of axe-grinding time-servers 
that infest the earth, ~o the teachers who stood behing the 
walls which he with sleepless vigilance patrolled, he pres-
ented a totally differ~nt aspect. Toward those who were try-
ing to use the individual freedoll1 which he strove to assure, 
no one cvuld be more forbearing and patient. There was no 
work so raw or imperfect in which, if the teacher would dem-
onstrate its alignment with law, he would not take the pro-
foundest interest. 
The survace test which he always applied in determin:l;ng 
the social condi t lon of the school, at any tim.e was that of · 
genuine happiness, which the life of the place expressed. 
He felt that without. happiness the best worlc was impossi bl¢, 
and conversely, that actual work under normal. conditions, 
always resulted in happiness. 
1 
E~ementary So~gol Teacher, Vol. 11, pages 744-748,(june, 1902) 
In order to cement still more closely the union of the 
home and school, for eighteen years or more Colonel Parker 
organized and oonduoted parents' meetings. 
6 
Among the first to introduce manual training in the 
grades, he followed this with all the 'fads' as rapidly as 
he could secure instructors to give him the proper assist-
ance. ln the :t'aae of the bitterest opposition he toiled 
with boundless patience, until drawing, painting, olaY mqd~ 
eling, anO. making, all became established as i,otegral parts 
of the curriculum. And he lived to see tlle day when the ory 
of 'fads' was no longer heard in intelligent oommu.nities. 
No less strong was the opposit~on whioh ne encountered 
to his methods of teaching reeding, writing, e,nd .m.unber. It 
was his theory that these subj~ots oould and li$houl(l be taught 
under the impulse or :t.ntr:t.nsic thought. He 'b~lieve~ that, a~ 
modefl! o:t.' study and E):x;pression, theyshould be taught when 
the study of tne central, or nutrient subject@ of nature and 
man dellla.nds their u~;~e, and h!l.s methods we:r!e 'based upon that 
belief. Consequently he rejeoted tbe idea tn~t a ~et vocab-
ulary must be aoquir~A be:t'ore a oh~ld sbould oe a~lowea to 
read as a means or o~udy, He also ~epudiated the notion that 
there must be the usual oopy-book training in the drawing ot 
letters bef~re the pupil be allowed the writ~, To carry out 
his method a printing press, established in the so.nool anO. 
placed in charge of a praotioal printer, turned ott, every 
year, hundreds of pages of reading Jllatter for the Ol'l.ildren, 
which they themselves had derived from the different subjects 
studied, -
After the day's work, settled oonfortably within the 
depths of a great oushion~d ohair, with closed eyes with the 
insight of a master, he reviewed again and again the entire 
work of the school. He was eternally going baok for the prin-
ciple that controlled the teacher's action, and woe betide 
the one who became weary in the search! ·'I'he questions al-
ways were, "Are you headed right," "Is it qUality t bat you 
are after." "Are you trying to cover ground or to de~ 
velop character," "What have you to think about except the 
present needs of the growing ohild." · · · 
Behing the work of Colonel Parker lay the great background 
of his personal oharaQter. His dominating passion was his 
love for little children, and in his treatment of them he 
was infinitely tender and fbrebearipg. 1 
When.Colonel Parker resigned as Principal of the Chicago 
Hormal School (Formerly Cook County Normal) in June 1899, he 
was succeeded by Arnold Tompkins, who was in an excellent 
l 
F. w. Parker, !_alks on Teaching, 'I'ributes to Col. Parker, 25-27 
.. 
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position to ascertain the results of the plans he introduced 
there. H.e regarded Colonel Parker as a real teacher. (iuot-
ing him we read: 
Colonel Parker was an energetic and a persistent protest 
against the routine, the formal, and tne conventional in edu-
cational processes. 5e challenged the eXisting order Of 
things, forced teachers, to consider whether there was not a 
better way. He had strong conviotions and missionary zeal. 
He was decidedly at his best when conde~ing existing prac-
tices; here he held t.orth with unusual courage and power. 
But the positive side was not wanting; he wa~ a decided 
reaction against memo~iter work and text-book verbiage. ae 
stooq for objects and images instead ot word~. lt needs no 
arguw.ent to prove that the cause was e.. worthy one, Xn one 
way or another, all the reformers have oa1le~ the people 
baa~ from the letter which ~~lleth to ~he sp~rit wh~oh ~~etb 
alive. · 
The distinct oontribution which Oolo.nel. Par~;r :made, Oal1le 
to me wt th clearness and foroe a:rter l had entere4 upon my 
work in the school which he left, In thiaJ soil.ool we toood, 
in the halls, in the rooms, and in a special roo~ tor that 
purpo~e, oases and oases ot illustrat:l. ve mat.er~al.. ;J.ncluding 
minerals, maps, pictures, etc; a curator was emplqyed to aid 
in the oare and use of these·materials, If tbe pupils in the 
Praotice School were to study the Ohi.n.ese Wall, the ourator 
was asked to supply the maps end pioture~, whioh made the 
idea of the Wall clear and distinct. And, i:t' needed, the 
special drawing teacher employed for that purpose, whould be 
called upon to furnish the illustrations. Clear and real ideas 
by contact with things, or· vivid images from pictures and 
drawings, were always deemed vital to instruction. 
Under the same doctrine of real ideas arises the emph-
asis which he gave to construction work~ Exc'ursiona were 
permanent features of his school work; necessitated by the 
same emphasis given to conduct with real things. It seems 
that the subjects whioh readily lent themselves to the 
pioturing process were. emphasized; and ·parts of a subject 
more easily represented than others had the preference. For 
instanc.e, in number work, surface and solid measure were ex-
ceptionally well done. Grammar found no plaqe at all, read-
ing, as the Colonel was accustomed to affirm with emphasis, 
was imaging and imaging, only. This emphasis led naturally to 
the discarding of text-books. Real ideas versus books seemed 
to oharaoterize every movement of the work. It was necessary 
to push this distinction to an extreme, in order to impress 
uthe truth under question. I think his plan of correlation 
is accounted for by his central emphasis. We shall all rem-
ember his diagram Of correlation, in Which the child is plac-
edat the center of concentric circles. Not the logical se-
quence, making ideals themselves, but their immediate sub-jective' value to the student seemed tobe his chief concern. 
~he real work as it oomes to· the child by observing and im-
aging, in all its richness, fullness and beauty, stands di~ 
rectly to the child as subjective value. The exaltation or 
the child in his system was clearly pronounced. One thing I 
found in the Practice School without seeking it. Jfe.mely, 
that the teachers in that scho91 bore a fine ~elation to the 
children. ~ey knew now to t~reat children; the children were 
frank, open, and honest. While the order was not what it seem-
ed to some it. should be, the children never d:i.d mean or sneaky 
things. ~heY were wh~t they were at all times. 
This chapter woul.d be incomplete without the inclusion 
of the stand taken by D;t- • .Tolul Dewey., l?;ro:t.'essor and H.ead of 
the Department of Philosophy in the University ot Ohioago. 
~e and Colonel Parker were very clqse!y assooiatid tn the· 
work when Pf1rker's sphere of e.otivitY was trens:ferred to the 
I . 
new Sohool of Education there. 
·Dr. Dewey said that ''Colonel Parker, :mo.t·e nearly than 
any other one person, was the father of the progressive edu-
cational movement." 
I •• ~ ••• he oa:m.e at a time when routine work, the grading of 
of schools, and the machinery of teaching had been the ab-
sorbing task for years, so much so that the individuality of 
the child had practically dropped out of the reckoning. This 
sort of thing had reached a climax when Colonel Parker began tq 
explode his new ideas. . ~.he plans he intorduoed are an old ., 
story now in scho<;>ls all over the country, but they were 
· startl.ing in the.ir novelty at that time and his aggressive 
methods roused the educational world as it had not been rvused 
sinoe Horace Mann had stirred'up the schools of Ma.ssachusettf? 
some forty years earlier. The oritioisms showered upon the · 
Colonel served to advertise his ideas, and that celebration at 
Quincy shows how this movement, startegonly a quarter of a 
century ago, had spread. l 
The work of Colonel Parker assumed such importance in 
the eyes of the educators of his time that a celebration 
was held in its honor twenty-five years after the commencent 
of his work at Quincy. 
J. 
I. c. Heffron, Francis Wayland Parker, page .25 
The quotation listed on page 8 is ~aken from a speech made 
by Dr. Dewey on that occasion. It was published in "Little 
Chronicle", Vol. XlV, No. 24, March 15, 1g02. 
CHAPTER II 
COLONEL P ARKJ~R-r.I1HE M.AN .AND HIS WORK 
Francis Wayland Parker was born in New Hampshire in 
1837. From his earliest recollections he had a strong 
desire to obtain an education, and from childhood he bent 
all his energies toward its &oquis1t1on. 
He began his t~aching oareer in 1853, at th@. age of 
sixteen. After e:Lgh:t years' experience in countt'Y sohools 
he became principal of the o.nly school in Qarro~ton, Illin• 
ois. His manaeement of the sohool shows that ev.en then b.~ 
believed in play as well as in work and felt that work in 
the proper spirit beoomes play. 
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After serving in the army during the Civil War he maintained 
his resolution to devote the remainder of his life to the working 
out os his :LdeaJ. for mankind. Later· principal o:r the first 
Normal Training School in Dayton, Ohio, he ~egan to introduce 
his plan of educational reform, Here it was the school-book 
companies felt him to be an ~nemy and vainly endeavored to 
su~press him. l · 
It had long been his conviction that there !IlU.St be a 
Science of ~ducation with which he was not familiar, and 
he longed to know what was being done in th~ larger educa-
tional field. With t}!is desire urging him on, he resigned 
his position after the deu.th of his wife in 1871 and went to 
Europe to learn what was being accomplished by the great ed-
uoators there. 
When he sought admission, in 1872, to pursue graduate-studies 
in King William's University in Berlin. he was asked,"Toward 
1 
I. C. Heffron, F~ancis Wayland Parker, page 2~. 
--~-· ------------~-----
what degree are you working," The Colonelts reply revealed 
his controlling purpose: "Sir, I am working, not for a de-
gree, but for the children of Am-.;rioa." l 
ll. 
'I'he statement of' Professor Boisen, publislted in the Bos--
ton Transcript, 1881, sllows that the European trip served to 
strengthen nis conviction: 
He returned from Germany thoroughly convinced that germs of 
suoh as soienoe in teaching had long ego been discovered by 
Rou~seau and applied in a measure by Pestalo~zi and Froebel 
and other eduoatmre of Europe. 2 
It was at tnis t~me that his new eduoatiQna1 i~e~s 
were first ;formu:l.ated and his dreams "Qeoame reali ti.ee. He 
became Superintendent of' Schools in ~uinoy, ~ssaohU$etts, and 
'began oourageiously to set aside the Q1d routine • '.l2he former 
use Of the text book a~d copy-book W~S thrown a~ide, as the 
children were now to l~arn to read and write as they learned 
to swim or play ball. The all important thing now was not the 
rule by whioh a thinB was done but the fact that it was well 
done. So great was this work that it was reougnized by ed-
ucators of the Nation who arranged for a celebration on the 
~weny-fifth anniversary of its beginning. The statement of 
Dr. John Dewey on the oooasion this oelbration was represent-
ative of their feeling: 
The plans he introduced are now an old ~tory 1n schools all 
over the country, but they were startling in their novelty at 
that time •••••• ~he oritioisms showered upon the Colonel 
served to advertise his ideas, and that celebration at Q,uin-
oy shows how this movement, started only a quarter of a cen-
tury ago, had spread. 3 
.~ 
I. C. Heffron, !.:r_~9.iS Wayland J;?arker, page 23. 
2 
E. V. Degraff, ~~lonment Lessons Lo~ ~ohers, page 182 
3 
I. C. Heffron, !!'..@9.1..~- Way]..m;,l_d_ :1?~~-r:, page 25. 
After leaving the Q.uinoy Sohool System hebeoe.me a super .. 
visor in the schools of Boston. Soon, however, he entered 
. what beoame the ohief scene of his effo~ts, as principal of 
the Cook County Normal Sobool in Clh:tcago, When he ·aocepted 
this responsibility the situation was far from ideal, and was 
suoh as would have daunted a less oourageious man. But he saw· 
in it an excellent opportl.Ulity :Cor l;l.mitless work, inspiration 
and v1goroU,s administ:ration. Clonsoious ot h1s UJ.iesion, he wo~k: ... 
ed as an .instru.:ment of service to b.uroo.ni ty, :l.Xl orde:r: to nel.p 
tree the child :f';ttom tht! 'bonds of to:rnus,lism ~d the XQ.Q.Potonous 
rout;l.pe of textbook learning. ~hirt$~P years after bts ~ppoint• 
ment as principal, the school had ~u~b a splendid reoord th~t 
~ts acceptance by the Chicago Board of ~duoation was demanded 
by leading oi tizens. on January 1, lt996 it beoame the Ohiofi$.o 
Normal School. 
In 1897 Mrs. Emmons Blaine, a public spirited woman of 
chicago, who had deep inte:vest in eduoa~ion, visited the school. 
Realizing the so'una.ness of his views ~d being convinced of the 
far reaoing effects of his objectives, she placed before Col~ 
onel Parker the offer of an endowed institutiort where he and 
his faculty might work free from the ,attacks of politicians and 
conservatives. He consented in 1899 beo~use he felt that by 
accepting this opportunity he might leave for .the future gencr·at·~ 
ions a more fully realized ideal of what a school should be. 
Plans for a Laboratory School with a Teachers• Training Depart-
ment and a Demonstration School were being made. The school was 
organized under the name of the 0hicago Institute Academic and 
and Pedagogic. While awaiting oompletions of the proposed plans, 
.,. 
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it was temporarily 'Jonducted for a year in a building on 
North Wells Street. Then an invitation from the University of 
Chicago resulted in the transfer of their work there in 1902, 
along with the new building which housed the new school or 
Education at the University or Chicago. This building was 
names The Emmons Blaine Hall of the University or Chicago. 
Before agreeing to this transfe;t', provision had to bEl 
made for the pupils wb.o we:re alreaCI,y attending tP,e DeXQ.on• 
str~tion l;lchool on the North Side. MJ;ts. :a;u,ine faSai.n offered 
to sponsor tlli:a branch school for a f.l1J.IllbeJ.1 gt ye!l!,re, So a new 
bui~ding was provided for tbe wo~k tn~re, and th~i build1n~ 
was named the Francis w. Parker School,. 
Colonel Parker was not privileged, to labor long in his' 
new location however, as he lived onl,y until. Maron 2t 1902, 
He was succeeded by Dr, John Dewey who had been ~upervising a 
Laboratory School which provided opportunity tor rese~roh 
for the Department of Philosophy at. the University of Chicago, 
and also provided better educational facilit;es tor children 
of the members of the Univ~rsity community. 
Dr. Dewey's aim in the work Tias in accord with that of 
Colonel Parker as he too placed emphasis on doing rather than 
on memorizing. 
Regarding Colonel Parker, Dr. Dewey said, "His spirit 
remains in the heart and in the work of every teacher through-
out the broad land who has been touched by a truer perception 
of the high ideal and calling of the teacher •" Again in an 
article in the New Republic of July, 1930, Dr. Dewey stated 
that "Colonel Parker more nearly than any other one person, 
i,DV.ANCEMENT Oli' COLONEL P.ARKER' S IDEi;.S SINCE HIS DEATH 
Since his time Dr. Dewey has been one of the most, if 
. . 
not the most, influential constructive critic of education 
in the e·lementary field. 
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Co-workers of Colonel Parker and graduates of his school 
have carried forward, also, the steady searcn for the best in· 
education for children. 'I'he progressive, child-centered, and 
socialized schools of today a;re diver§lif:l,ed extension~ ot the 
practical application of his 1deas dl,U'ing the years 1683-
l902. 
There ar~ a nwnb6r of people who have di~~otly turtnered 
the teaching of Colonel :Parlter. Some of the most out~r-~tanding 
of these are named in the following lL;t, 
Sarah ~. Griswold, who was a prominent melnber or the 
faculty of the old Normal School, For some years she has been 
Director of Primary Education in the Oolorado Springs Public 
Schools. 
Walter J. Kenyon, a graduate member of ·the faculty, who 
has for a number of years been engaged in educational work in 
universities on the Pacific Coast. 
James F. Chamberlain, who graduated from Cook County 
trormal School in 1.890. He taught in the Chicago sohools from 
1890-94; was a Professor in Geography at the State Normal 
School in Los Angeles 1895-1919; was Assistant Professor in 
Geography at the southern branch of the University Of Calif-
ornia 1919-22. He is also the author of a number of writings 
in his sphere of work. 
Arthur H. Chamberlain, a·brother, also graduated in 1892. 
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He was Acting President of Throop Polytechnic Institute 
{now California Institute of Technology} at Pasadena, 1907-
1908, and was a member of the County Board of Education at 
Los Angeles 1910-1912. He was also Managing Editor or the 
Sierra Educational News and Secretary of the California 
Teachers Association and California Council of Education , 
191;3-1918. :He also is an author, and has contributed to 
magazin~s, as well as giving lectures on technical ~d ed• 
uoational topics, 
;Mj.ss Jessie l.UCiQk, a graduat ~, who 1s now pr~~O~.Pal of 
the Park Side Schoo~. Chicago, 
~s. Helen Maley Hefferan, a ~raduate, who is an active 
member ot the Chicago School :Board. She has greatly assisted 
1n :promoting many eduo<· .. tional movements through the women's 
clubs of Chicago, 
MXs. Emmons Blaine, a public-spirited resident of Chicago, 
previously mentioned ~s the donor of a gift to Colonel Parker 
to enable him to carry on his work unh8.7llpered, Sinoe that 
time Mrs, Blaine has continued to spons?r the Francis w. Par-
ker School educationally and financially. Her high ideals• her 
rare vision and understanding, and her keen interest 1n ed-
ucation have been powerful influences in maintaining the high 
endeavor that characterizes the school. 
SCH.OOLS DIRECTLY INFLUENCED BY HIS WORK 
The Francis Parker School o:t' Chicago is the oldest_ having 
been established by Colonel Parker hDuself. For more than 
thirty years the principal was Miss Flora J. Cooke, a former 
member of his faculty. Her staff was largely trained by 
Colonel Parker. This school has thus le.nt an :important im-
petus to the doctrine of child growth and education through 
self-effert. 
The Ojai Valley School in California is progressively 
carrying forward the ideals of Colonel Parker in the West, 
under the leadership ot Mrs. Gudrun Tho.~ne-'I'homsen. Mrs. 
Thomsen, a graduate arld member of ·~ne faculty of the Cook 
County Normal School, has been prinoipe,l sinoe its fOunding 
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in 1923 by Mr. Edward Yeomans. Associated with her is the work 
is George Thorne~ThoW$en wl:\.o is also a graduate student of Oook 
County Normal. '--
~he Shady Hill Sonool, Cambridge, Massaohusetts, is under 
the leadership of Miss Katharine Tarlor, who is a graduate of 
the Francis W. Parker School in C.hioago ~ Prior to ner appoint-
ment there she was head of the English Department in the Francis 
W. Par leer, School, Chicago •. This school was founded in 1915by 
Dr. William :mrnest Hooking, Professor of Philosophy of Harvard 
University, and Mrs. Hooking. The need of teaohers trained for 
work in Progressive Schools is being supplied by Miss Taylor 
through the development of an Apprentice Teachers Graining Class. 
ihe Hessian Hills School, Qroton-on-Hudson, New York, was 
organized in l924 as a cooperative community enterprise to meet 
the educational needs of a small group of families in that region. 
The principal of this school is Elizabeth Moos. She, also, is 
a graduate oi' the Francis W. Parker School in Chicago, and 
taught for several years in the school. Under her direction this 
school emphasizes both the individual and social values of a 
well organized community life. 
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The Franeis w. Parker School of San Diego, California, 
was established in 1~12, largely through the efforts of Mr. 
and Mrs. William Temple Johnson, who were instrurnental in 
sustaining it through the first years or it existence. The 
principal is Mrs. Ethel Dummer lVIint~er who is a graduate of 
the Francis w. Parker School, Chicago. From this school ori-
ginated the Boole Blocks which teaoners have found helpful 
in Pl.'OViding older oh;i;l.dren with 9onorete :mathemat:Loal exper ... 
~eince, a.ncl ;t.n giving meaning to verl;lal rll@.theune,tiQal llulee. 
The No;r.oth Snore Qpuntry Day Sqnoo1 in W:J.,Qnetl<:a, Illinois, 
was estaolished in l~l9 by a group ot young b~siness men at 
vision, Perry Dunlap ~~ith, who had been a student at the 
Franq:Ls w. Parker School tram the time or its opening, was 
given the prinoipalship. ihis school h~s about three hundred 
and fifty students, extending from the kindergarten to the 
senior high school. ihe particular Qontribution of this 
school is in: its demonstratJon of regular cooperative work 
·within the school, by able, interested, parents who have vol-
untarily undertaken many of the major scpool responsibilities. 
In the Francis w. Parker School of Chicago., ~~V>t Francis 
W. Parker School of San Diego, the Shady Hill $chool of Cam-
bridge, and the North Shore ~ountry D~y School in Winnetka 
a daily assembly is held.as a direct result of the inspir-
ation of Colonel Parker. 
The public schools of the country have also benefited 
from his inspiration, though the influence is not so easily 
traced, except in the schools of Chicago where raany of the 
graduates of Colonel Parker's schools are at work. Especially 
prominent in the system is James E. McDade who is contribut-
~~---~~- -~----------------------.. 
ing much to progressive ideals as Assistant Superintendent 
of Schools. 
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Carleton Washburne, Superintendent o:f.' Schools at Winnetka, 
should be mentioned in connection with the work in the public 
schools. His mother • Marian Foster Wash'burn ... Wi tb.e:t•spoon, was 
editor of 'rhe :Elementary .School Teacper, whioh was the offic-
ial publication of ~he Chicago Institute. ~. Washburne is 
appreciative ot the inspiration he +>eoej.ved e.s a stud~nt in 
the Chicago No;rmal Sohool and ~he Oll;!.cago ln(jti tu11e under 
C-olonel P1:3.rker, It was ;in 1~19 ne went to Winnetka and be-
gan his experimenta~ion in the pr~otioal tnd1vidualization or 
instruction. His me'thod ot individual instruction is grow .. 
i.ng in f'avor ·uith mE:Jl;; othe;r puhl~.o r~chc.wl syrJt~UJ.rJ,. 
Mr. Washburne, in association with FlorA J. Oooke and 
Perry Dunlap Smith, bas foU.nded the Graduate 'reaob.ers College 
of Winnetka. ~he plan of this school is to meet individual 
needs of students in training for classroom teaghing, super• 
. vision, or administrative work. ~he school is affiliated with 
the Northwestern University, Institute for Juvenile Research, 
and the Art Institute of Chicago. 
THE PRESENT DAY AT'riTUDE TOWARD THE WORK OF CuLONEL PARIG:;R 
In a previous chapter space has been given to the ex-
pressions of feeling for Colonel Parker and his work at the 
time of his death. The following quotations show the more 
reaent outlook regarding the significance of bis work in the 
educational field. 
The opinion of Stanwood Cobb is found _in The New Leaven, 
1928, page 12, as follows: 
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, In su.mming up the work e.nd ideas of Franc is W. Pa.:rker, it may 
be said th~t it was his great love for the child, as was the 
case with Froebel and Pestalozzi, which gave him the clew to 
child nature and enabled him to work OlA.t principles accord-
ing to which the school was to be s.djusted to the child rather 
than the child to the school. J)arker was in this respect the 
.torerunn.cr ot a new s.ge for the child. To-day the child is 
coming into its own. l'arents 11.nd teachers are seeing a new 
vision. There is a l"iJmarlt13.ble reapect tor the child to-d.a.y, 
fpr its innate .·:ewers and its abi1ity to develo9 :ttsel:f along 
the lines of its own gifts ana. e.n.dowmentD, · 
~gain on pa,ge 122, he states: 
Many, :perhaps it is saf~ to say a..ll, of the P'X'Ogressive' 
Schools follow this example set by ·?arJ<;er, in having a. daily, 
o:r at least a weekly asaembly in which the ch1..1dr.en in turn 
take part, presenting informational material Which has been 
part of their class-wo~k. or entertainment in the form Of 
individual or group performances. Thif:l ·is indeed., as Parker 
foresaw, a. very im.vorta.nt factor j,n develo:t:d.ng the soo ial 
attit\tde among th~ pupils of a school. · · 
~he viewpoint of a. Cana.dian :Ls given in !I'ne Oanat\:La.n 
J,fa.gazine, Novamber 1923, J;Jages 57 .. 1;9, by J. L. Hughes in hie 
artlcle entitled World J.Je11de:r.s I Have Known. He says: 
Colonel Parker ·was the gren. t leP.der in tho United States of 
the modern movement in favor of progressive ideals in elem-
entary schools, especially i'n coordinating the work, play, 
and study of childhood so as to promote the independent de-. 
velopment of each study chiefly through his own activities. 
He was a leader, too, in the movement to make the child more 
free from the evils "of conventional training tyrannies that 
so d.efini tely intP.rfered. ~l{i th the development· of his own in-
dividuality. He favored gi vi.ng the teachers everywhere more 
freedom (under guidance) to pr~ctise methods of their own to 
promote their natural growth, not only physically, but intel-
lectually and f;l)iri tually. He was a.n. angel of mercy that 
worked unceasingly to make school-rooms centers of free and 
joyous growth for the boys and children everywhere. 
In 1\m.er ic Pn Childhood, February 1933, C • S. Bailey, in 
an Article entitled Who Was Who, named Colonel Parker as the 
founder of the Child-Centered School. After giving an account 
of some of his vrork he goes on to say: 
Among Colonel Parker's innovt:ttions in the curriculum were the 
use of silent reading, a:·selected reading vocabulary based on 
··----------··--------···--·-··--~-,----,.,.---------..... 
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experience and interest, and a socialized .. schoolroom •••• He 
felt that nothing was too good tor childhood. He had great 
faith in the profession or teaching, and in education as a 
science. He believed th,,t there was no element or the human 
spirit that should not be brought forth through the act or 
teaching. These are the foundation stones of the child-cen-
tered school or to-day. 
A personal glimpse or Colonel Parker is given 1n Frog-
ressive Education, 1~uary 1932, pages 59•61, by F. 0. Fox. 
In this article she descri~es Co~onel Parker ~s being tully 
twenty-rive years ahead of his tune i.n. the educat ipnal world. 
As she entered the olas~room she found all th!!) "fads" there ..... 
••• .,. J ., •• 
modeling in clay, binding o:t' bool~s, type•caetving a11c1 print• 
ing, basketry, cooking, woodworking, and oardoo~r~ sloyd 
f'ro~q Sweden .. 
~he Francis w. Parker School in Qhioa.go inherited many 
of its outstanding educational princi9les and beliefs from 
Co~onel Parker. An article on Socialized Creative Education 
by its prihoipal, F. J. Cooke, is printed in Independent 
Education, March 1929, pages 14-17. ~uoting from her article 
we read; 
Many of the things Colonel Parker fought for so valiantly 
are commonplaces in the curricula or all good schools. He 
believed his objectives could be real,ized only by a system 
ot education based upon the needs or society on one hand, and 
on the other upon a recognition that the function of both 
the school and home is to insure to each individual his ful-
lest possible development ••••• The fundamental agreement 
between Co~onel Parker and Dr. Dewei is an a:m.azing tact. 
lurther statements endeavoring to interpret Colonel Parker 
through the work of the school are given in the Elementary 
School Teaoher, May 1912, pages 397-420, by the same writer. 
In his revised and enlarged edition of Public Education 
in the United States, E. P. CubberJey devotes a seo*ion to 
Colonel Parker's Contribution to Educational Theory and 
Practice,. on pages 74-75. ~his contribution is well ex-
pressed in h1s words; 
It was he who introduced the Germanized Pestallozian-Ritter 
methods of teaching Geography; he who strongly advocated the 
Herbartian pl.ilul f'or ooncentratillm of' instruction about a cen-
tral core; which he worked out for Geography; he who insisted 
so strongly onthe Froebelian principle of' self-expression as 
the best way to develop the thinking process; he who emphas-
ized the Spencerian idea that Scienci@ was o! fundamental im• 
portance in the education of the child; and he who saw educa-
tional problems so clearly from the standpoint of the child 
that he and the pupils he trained d~q muon to bring about 
the reorga1nzat;lon in elementary edugat:Lon vvllioh he.<l been 
worked out by 1~00. 
/ 
DurU!g the twenty .. rive yea.:rs of' b.is .major per1CI4 or ao .. 
tivity the kindergart~n made steady headway, rn.a.nuaJ. training 
began to be introduced, the study of soienoe we.s adopted as 
an elementary school @ubject, physical education Wa$ seen to 
be fundamental and vital, and a new life and spirit came to 
oha:vacterize the teacher in the elementary school. He was 
concerned not only with the freedom of' the child, but with 
that of the teacher as well. The enthusiastic and well-in-
formed teachers he t:va.ined did much to bring about the pro ... 
gress sinoe his day. 'Since his time the most influential 
constructi~e critic or the elementary school has b~en ~ohn 
Dewey.) 
'rhe e~ans~ ot his wqrk is shown in the following sen-
tences from the same article: 
Mare than any other person of his time, his work in the im-
provement of elementary teaching and in advancing the claims 
of childhood acted as a ferment which atimulated teachers and· 
school officers to activity. Especially was his work effective 
in the West, where the teachers were younger and. their minds 
more open than in the East. 
His ideas have been accepted and incurporated into the 
plans of education where the new thought has been working 
ever since his time. We are even yet, however, too close to 
his period of activity to fully appreciate his contribution. 
As time goes on it is very possible that he will receive the 
standing accordei him by Dr. w. s. Jackman, aamely, that of 
having his name placed along with Comenius. Pestalozzi, 
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Froebel and Horaoe Mann. 
CHAPTER III 
'l.ll-IE Q.UINCY SYSTEM 
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It was at Cook County Normal Sobool in Obioago 1883-18~9 and 
the Sohool of Education at the University of Chicago 18~9-
1902 that the widest scope was provided :Cor the realiza·!;ion of 
Colonel Parker's ideals• but it was at ~uincy 187o•l880 that 
his philosophy w~s put into ope~ation and the attention of the 
ooun.try commanded by it. With his appointment as Superinten-
dent of Schools there, his d.rearaa 'beoaln~ ree.l:l.tiee, atH1 hie 
i(J.eas were given an oppoJ,"'tun;t.ty to be t~f.lted e%per:1mentation. 
Oq aooount of the rem.a~k:able re:ntlts the Q.u1ntJY SQb.ool.~ sudden-
ly beoa1Ue :t'amous thro~~bout the country, Although the plans 
he introduoed are now t~):cen almost as a ~o.e.tter of oour®e, they 
w~re startling. in their novelty and aroijsed th@ equo~tional 
world at tllat time. Ov~:t' thirty thousand vi;~tora, oamt!ll to in-
spect the sohools. 1 
TEACHING, AN ART AND A SOIINCE 
.. ~ 
'fhe Q.uinoy movement presented teaahing as the greatest 
art in the world. Teaching was not a group of pupils learning 
a aertain set ot lessons to be recited to a teache~, but it 
was the development of a spirit of social cooperation. It de-
. manded an earnest investigation of the truth as found in the in 
quiring mind and tbe subject matter taught, with its fear-
less ~pp~ication when found. ':rhis movement believ~d the true 
motive or educatior to be the developmen~ of ~h~racter--that is 
the harmonious development of body, mind, and soul. Oo~one~ 
Parker be~ieved the livi,n~ teacher was of infini te1y greater 
1 
Lelia E. Patridge, "9.uincy Methods" Illustrated, Preface. 
~he work itse~f was a prodigious success and the reconstructed 
schools of Quincy were visited by thousands of eager observers. 
Superior teachers came to study and work in them, often with-
out compensation, and went forth to bear the new f~ame to 
other communi ties. The result has been that elementary in-
struction bas received a mighty impulse toward the methods 
and freedom of nature from the Quincy experiment • 
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·importance in education than any system, rule, or method. "True 
teaching is and of necessity must be free, spontaneous and 
1 
and inspired." He felt that in order to train children the 
teacher must be able to do what she expects the chiihd to do. 
Her voice must be trained to develop clear musical qualities, 
and drill in phonics with practice in reading is necessary 
for perfect articulation and pronunciation. Ability in writ-
ing and drawing is necessary an an other ~~ans of e~pression 
or thought, Opportunity to sing will produce h~rmony ~n the 
school, Molding in sand provides a splendid preparation tor 
map-drawing and molding in clay serves as a means of form~ 
teaching. Gymnastics should b.e included in the teaolle:r'«:s 
accomplishments for best physical deve~opment and to ~id in 
. 
the establishment ot good order. In other words in order to 
· teach one must have a de:t'ini te knowledge of what he teaches, 
ROTE LEARNING DISPLACED BY IDEAS 
To teach reading one must have the olear, tull realiza-
tion that reading is obtaining thought by means of written 
or printed words arrangeq in sentences. As a preparation for 
reading the child has acquired ideas from the external world 
by means of his senses, and he has thoughts. He has associated 
spoken words or fornm of sentendes with these ideas and 
thoughts. He has also learned to utter these words in order to 
express his thoughts. 
In learning to read, the ideas that he has associated 
with spoken words are to become associated with written or 
l 
F. W. Parker, Talks .QQ. Teaching Tributes, page 35. 
·printed words so that he may obtain throvgh the eye what he 
·has already obtained through the ear. 
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Since every act of mind is promoted by some stimulus, the 
greater the stimulus the lesser ·che .number of the acts of 
~ssociation required. In teaching cb,;i.ldren to read, every-
thing which directly aids in associating words with their 
a.ppropriate ideas will aid the children in beginning to read. 
Any method or device which does not aid the mind in these acts 
of association hinders the child in learning to read. 1 
Oral reading enables th.e teacher to know the fulness, 
eftrength, and intensity of the thought that is in the child • s 
1nind. ihts function i~ lost it' the p:~;oc;tesa or ~Jlawl.y pro-
nouncing words is begun.. Eeuding is thinking. Whe~etore the 
!'ormation of correct :I.'ae.ding habits is esee.ntiaJ., It finds 
its beginnings, in the vocal e~pressiop ot tho~bt that is 
gained from written or printed words. The first ate~ in the 
process is the presentation of favorite objects of the child 
and writihg the corresponding words instead of saying them 
with the lips. Colonel :Parker's feelings in this regard are 
definitely shown in his sta'!iement: 
The attempt to teach him the elementary parts of a spoken 
word while he is learning to talk would prove disastrous. 
Why then should not the written word be learned as a whole,? 
~he next step in the association of words and ideas is making 
sketches of these objects on the blackboard in the presenoeof 
the child, and by the presentation or pictures, Suitable con-
versation of the teacher and stories toJ.d by her. will bring 
the ideas to be associated with words vividly into the child's 
consciousness. The use of the objects and their pictures should 
~ 
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be discontinued when the child actively assbciates the new 
words with ideas without the presence of those things which 
produced the ideas. ~he child's faoe will tell when the time 
has come. ~his is the Word Method, and Colonel Parker be~ieved" 
"r.che best way to fix any form in the mind is to draw it." l 
Each word is learned by repeated ~eta of association of the 
idea and the word. 
THOUGHT I'I'RJST PHI!.:CEDE E:x:PRl:iiSSION 
When a reading vocabulary of fift~en or t.wen~y words 
has 'been learned short sentenoea tPl:loul.d be te.\lSl:lV Pl the 
objective method, Parker said. th~t 4~;ring tni,s p;voocss a 
child must get a tnousht before he is ever a~lowed to give it. 
He felt that to t.he little ob.ild the written word is a re-
pe~ling object, but that this feeling will graduaJ,.ly be over-
come with the development of the interest far words through tll.e 
pleasure derived from the .objects and pictures sll.own. 'rhe 
teaching of printing and script at the same time breaks tll.e 
rule of complete simplicity, and the pr:tnted form it not a 
means of expression ever used by the child after the first few 
months. So the power of writing as the other great means ot 
language expression should be given to the cllild as soon as 
possible that he may express his thoughts with pencil as free-
ly as with the tongue. Individuality is developed thus in the 
child, since in written expression he must give his own 
thought in his own way. ~he development of this individuality 
prevents the loss of the individual in the mass. 
l 
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li'OR.tviS AND RE.A.L THINGS USED IN EARLY WORK 
One of the radical changes made by Colonel Parker was 
to discard the former use of the chart end printed book. For 
them he substituted the use or the blackboard and crayon. 
In his Talks on Teaching he gives his reasons for this ohange; 
(1) The words are created by the hand of the teacher before 
the eyes of the children as the spoken word is created. ~2} 
~he word is written alone in large letters, ~eparated from 
all other objects or interest e:x:aept the o'bje.ot it nmnes. 
How d1f:f'erent the contused mass of blaQk l;l,P@9l~s upon the 
printed pag. e. ~~) 'rhe attention ot:. the litt.l.e g;vou~ is tllUE3 
direote4 to one object in a very ~imp~e manner. (4) Words 
are ~ee~,:t'ned by .t,ePeaJ!'d acts or assoo1ation •. 1 
On the bla.okboal;'d numberless :repet;l.tions oan be made; charts 
and primers do not repeat the word~ enough times for the child 
to learn them. All that the ohild writes on his slate he 
should be trained to read from t.hat slate. 'l!he child changes 
from script to print with such facility because he has an 
astonishing power of seeing resemblances, since his mental 
pictures are not filled out with that which produces the 
di:Lferenoe~. 
The place ot phonics in learning to read is the use of 
the spoken word in assisting acts qf association between 
t_ke idei:t;:and the written word. It is often claimed that the 
·spoken word is sufficient to recall its appropriate idea 
<=·:··:but :how much easier it is to learn a foreign language if the 
objects are presented along with the nanes. There are dir-
fioulties in the way of teaehing the so called phonic anal-
ysis. · In the English language one letter repr._;sents more than 
1 
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9ne sound in many cases. Again, there is an apparent opp-
sition between the word and the phonic method, but this can 
be overcome by training the child to pronounce words slowly. 
The following is Colonel Parker's prooees of using phonics 
as given in his Talks on Teaohing. 
First train the child to recognize worcts when prono\.1,tloed 
slowly •••• Second, train the child to pronounce slowly by 
imdtating the teacher's voice •••• Third, after a few words 
are taught let the teacher in wr:l. t :t,ng wo:~:ds e;:l.v@ ee.oh art1o-
Ul@.te ~ounQ. e.s she makee the oharaoter tllat repres~nts it .• 
l)o not require the Qhild:r,en to 1m1tate the teacher until 
th,ey do so of their own a,cco:r;od, Fourtb, have tbe obildren 
begin to pronounce slowly, without even a sugge~tion fro~ 
the teacher, the words which she writes. Pb.onics .may be 
used th,eree.. f. ter with g. :r;oe~t ef:t.'ect.· in .. tetl.lchi. ne~ :tte. ading • 
• • • • • By this process .the spoken word :t:liltains 1 tr;~ unity 
as long as 1 t is necessary.,.. and the way ;is aaretully pre ... 
pared for the conscious ~alysis of wo~ds wh~n the proper 
t;l,;m.e comes, l ·· · 
Now wo]:'ds, then, may be readily associated .. w1 tb their appro .. 
priate idea with U,tGle if any help from. the teacher, 
The object, word, sentence, script, and pho~ic methods 
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of teaching reading are all natural methods, and used in their 
proper place and proportiQn unite to form the one true method, 
The words to be taught arE; the oral wor d~ the child has al-
ready gained. The idea must be acquired before the word can 
be. The favorite words of the child should be taught arran-
ged in phonic order with short sounds taken first, and also 
words used in books the child will read. 
SELF•EXPRESSION THE .MEANS OF DEVELOPlviBNT 
As has been stated, Colonel Parker believed that thought 
must preoede expression, that the pupils should read every-
1 
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thing they write, and that the writing ~hould be done correct-
ly. "Spelling is making the forms of words correctly, it is 
writing correctly, and ·should include capitals and punctu-
1 
e~,tion." The natural way to learn to ;?pell 1$ to wr;t.te.words 
until we can write them automaticallY· Oral spelling descr-
ibes word forms which are already fixed in the mind. 'l'he 
place of spelling in the curriculum is entirely as a prepar-
ation for composit:Lon. 'JZb.e first year the child shoUld spend 
;1.¥.1 copying accuratel,y all the wo1~d.s he learn" in reading, as 
a better vocabulary formed dul.'ing the t:l.;t'st Ye@.;t" s;b.oul;Q. be 
so distinctly fixed in the mind that th~ word$ oan be writ-
t~n instantly witnout oopy. 'I'he oh.ild f!lhduld bfil 'brained to 
know when he can picture word mentally and when he oa.nnot. Word 
forms sink into the mind very slowly, and the teacher must 
wait for idea-growth, which cannot be forced without terrible 
waste. A.t the beginning of the second year, dictation may be 
given. ~he foundation of sp~aling should be learned entirely 
by writing. 
Written expression is as greet a help to mental devel-
opment as oral expression, hence its importance as a part 
of t11e child's activity in his early school life. Two things 
be be acquired in writing are the forms of the letters and tbe 
movement with the peri. The established forms of the letters 
should be made from the start so that no expenditure of time 
and toil will be necessary to master the correct form 
with the introduction of pen-writing. To any who claimed that 
1 
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demanding the fixed forms of writing would damage the indiv-
iduality of the owrk, Colonel Parker replied that 
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as well might we say that the child should be allowed to pro-
nounce words as he pleased, as the fixed pronunciation acquired 
by ill1:ltation of correot standards WO\.\ld seriously afteot his 
individuality. l 
At the same time as the words learned from the blaokboard are 
being carefully copied on the slate or paper, the technical 
writing should begin. Pen-writing should begin in the second 
or third grade just as soon as the child has mastered the forms 
ot the letters. He advocated znany simple exercises in movement 
with rhythm of piano music, and tatres®ta~d tbe :t't;~,ot ~b~t it was 
,necessary to use the s~Ulle pos:l t ion anti move;ruent in ~he regular 
writing ot the pupil. 
Wh~n the pupils ce,n write :!'rom di,l)tation @.ll t:tl.e words 
they have previously used in copying, training them to talk 
with the penci 1 should begin. In thre~ years they should be · 
able to write page atter page without a mistake if they are 
of ordinary ability, and the'y may be trained to talk; w~ .. th 
their tongues, Of greater importance to the pupil than correct 
expression will be his power to thin~. 
Expression is used by the true teacher simply and solely as a 
means of knowing just how and what the pupil thinks, in order 
to lead him to higher struggles and grea~er victories. 2 
If the teaching consists also in the development of 
thought, geography, aritmaetic and the sciences will furnish 
splendid language less-ons after the third year. The thought 
which is given orally at the beginning of the lesson, should 
1. 
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be given to the teacher in writing whex1 it is finished. :Klement-
ary geography furnishes an excellent source of written des-
criptions of land and water forms, plant lite and animals which 
will be of interest ·to the children, and will inspire them 
to further observation. ln the same way history oan be made 
to provide short, interesting @tories to be written as exer-
cises in composition, If arithmetic is ta~sht as the study 
of numbers of things, it will train in logio and the pupils 
oan be led to state what they have disoover~d. themselves. 
It the pupil writes correctly the words he l~arns in 
the above jubjeots, spelling as suoh .tna.¥ be omit·~~P4 from. 
the ourrioulum and be taught in ool.'llposition. 
FORMS OR IMAGES MUST PRECEJ)E Al3STMOTIONS 
Grammar should be taught when the mind :J,s ready to use 
a high form of logical education. It enables the pupil to 
comprehend the thought of the author and to express thought 
orally and written in the clearest, most beautiful :manner. 
Colonel Parker was opposed to the mere parsing o1' words and 
diagramming of sentences while the child had no conception 
of the author's meaning. 
:Number limits objects of the same kind in regard to how 
many. The unseen can be measured only bY the seen so the 
unseen mile is measured by the yard or ;rod which close ob-
servation has definiteli fixed in the mind. 
It the standards of measure arE not distinct in the mind, 
the imagination of numbers of things that lie beyond the 
sense-grasp will be weak and wrong. 1 
':rhis statement shows the necessity of the use of the ob-
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ject method in teaching number. 
The first step in the teaching of number is to ascer-
tain the child's knowledge of number and begin from there. 
Without the slightest hesitation upon the presentation of 
objects, the child should acquire the ability to know the 
equal parts in a number, the equal numbers in a number, and 
any two unequal numbers in a number. He should also be able 
to recall .these instantly on hearing or seeing the language 
that repre.sents tllem, ~o that in eolv:t.ng & probJ..em n:l.s w:O.i1e · 
power of xuind can be brought t.o oo.nsider the e~act relat:Lons 
of the numbers of thin~s, free from o~loulation and ~eq~iring 
simply automatic action. 
· tater contusion arises !'rom an attempt to teach too much 
during ·the first year~ Let the child disoove~ the facts con-
cerning a number for himself and by himself, ~nd give him 
time to grow. Cease using any object when it can be thought 
of and used without the presence of the object,· When the 
numerical facts of the numbers from one to ten have been 
thoroughly mastered. 2 
begin the teaching of the written language of number, the 
process or which will be the same as in teaching written 
words. The processes which larger numbers involve should 
be discovered by the pupils. 
The aim in teaching aritlunetic is to train the child to 
calcu].ate with accuracy and rapidity and what is more impor-
tant to develop the power to reason logically. 
If Colonel Parker had a greater interest in any one 
subject than in the others it was in geography. Abundant 
opportunity was here provided for the development of social 
cooperation. Social and national progress was shown to 
1 
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have been determined to a great extent by the structure of 
the earth. International friendliness with the lessening of 
raoe prejudice was the goal to be attained from the teaching 
of geography. '!'hat this aim was achieved in the geography 
classe s of the Q.uinoy schools under Colonel Parker is shown 
in the following statement by I. 0. Het'1'ron. 
No student left that geography course without a more intel-
ligent understanding Of the characteristic culture of the 
countries studied, and a truer evalution ot their national 
contribution to oivil1zat1on, l · 
~he study ot geo~raphy was very Q;).osely ;interwove-n with 
that of history. ColQ~el Parker taught tha~ th~re ar~ ~n 
reality but two all"embracing subjeots 9t study-~Nature 
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and Man. 'l!he relutio.tlehip o:t: theoe was disolosed by draw .. 
ing geographY into the service of history. ~his rel~tionship 
ia emphasiz.ed in Parker's Talks .9.n. i~~q~l}.i:a&.• 
We have in Geography two parts. The first pertains to the 
superficial structure, the second to the people who live and 
who have lived upon the struoture •••• The first is real or 
structural Geography, the s.econd History, For history has 
to do with all that men have done in the past, and all they 
are doing in the present, 2 
The teaching of geography must go b~yond the mere use 
of maps to de script ins of the earth's surface which produoe 
mental pictures o'f' the forms in the mind of the child. The 
plaae of the map should be merely to recall the reality. 
To imagine the unseen that whioh oan be seen must be 
o:learly pictured in the mind. Elementary geography then 
consists of observation of the local forms of the earth's 
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surface. The child can then out of his imagination image 
the tmseen, and enjoy the study of structural Geography. 
Concrete expression may be obtained by molding the form. 
Drawing everything observed in relief and horizontally will 
develop thought expression. Oral and written deso:pip .. 
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tions will also develop the power of imaginat:Lgn w:Q.:I.ch should 
become a great power to the ohild. When he lla~ moJ,.ded, 
drawn, and written a (lescript;J..on of one mountain or hill, 
the power of imagination will help him learn.about others 
he can't see, when the is told about them, Ouriosity 
oa.n be excited to solve suc}f problems as, •WhY does not a 
river run in a straig4t line, Where is there more w~t~r, in 
rivera and lakes • or in the ground. • After ll.e h(:ls :t.earneO. 
the parts, his study of the continetlts should follow as the 
next step, After the entire oontinen~ is imagined, he can 
learn of the states and sections which are more difficult 
to imagine than the entire.continent. Lastly by the acquired 
power of synthesis he can study the whole globe. Along with 
the continental forms shojld go descriptions of vegetation, 
climate, soils, and people. This should be given in suffici~ 
ent amount to arouse the curiosity and clothe the dry struct-
ure with living forms. It is evident that Colonel P~rker be-
lieved that next to the direct action of the sense the teach-
ing of geography depends largely upon the power to use the im-
agination. 
History as taught at Quincy under the guidance of Col-
onel Parker was to ••guide our steps in social, political, 
and religious progress, 11 so that a great love for truth and 
justice would be developed. Under his influence it became a 
living rorce in the lives of the students. In the elementary 
grades its study was confined to the collection of facts 
necessary to the generalization upon wnioh the pl1.11osophy of 
history carefully selected, well told stories from either 
ancient or modern history were to be presented. This was to 
be followed by having the children tell. it and W;J;>ite it. 
~his was to begin in the fourth year, and continue through 
·the i'ii'th. Reading of easy interestin~ histo:r,ay books was to 
;follow and the more direct study of historY to beg:Ln i.n the 
$eventh year, During the seventh and eighth years thi$ study 
was to consist of a well arranged list of top~os covering 
tne out.standing !'acts :Ln the histo.t'y of u country, The pur-
pose of this was to create a love tor history, 
Teaching the child to memorize numerous dl'Y dates will 
destroy its runction, sq only those which ruark great epochs 
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in history and label subject,s interesting to the pupils should 
, , l 
be learned. "History cannot be we 11 ta ugl}t from one book." 
If pupils use only one book there in the danger of pinning 
their raith to an author. If possible each child should have 
a different book available for reference or reading in a 
school libr~ry. ~he philosophy of history was not studied 
to any extent in the grammar school but left for the period 
of high school and college work. 
THE USUAL EXAl\JliNJ;.TiuNS CREATE A WRONG SUPERIORITY 
In his Talks on Teaching, Colonel Parker devoted one 
1 
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talk to the subject of examinations. He believed that the 
standard o:r examinations as he found them was a great hin-
drance to real teaching. He found that ••the exalJ~inatio.ns 
usually given simply te3t the pupil's powe~ of memorizing 
1 
disconnected facts." 'l2o him the purpo$e of exa.xnina.tions 
should be to test the progress of mind in its development. 
They should show what knowledge a ohild,ha.s instead ot serv-
ing to :find out what he does not know. They should not be 
used as the test of fitness for promotion. If the teacher 
watches ca:t:'efully the mental growth of the pupils she oan 
S(;)rve as the best judge q;r their ability to do thlil work: of 
tnt;J ne:x;t grade. Her means of doing this are found in ox•al 
and written language, in drawing, and in all other for:rrw ot: 
expression. Examinetions demand more than a child can per-
form so it is better to consider the entire work of the pu-
pil for a year than for an hour under adverse conditions. 
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On page 152 in his book, Talks on Teaching, he says; "The 
teacher who strives for examinations and promotions oan really 
teach." 'fhe sole aim of the teacher sl:10uld be the upbuilding of 
knowledge in the mind of the child, not preparation tor exam-
inations and promotions. 
SUl\~ii.ARY 
The ~uiney System is outstanding because it was here 
that Colonel Parker's ideas were first put into practice. 
Here it was too that such widespread interest of educators 
far and hear became so great that restrictions were required 
1 
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t 
"" to prevent overcro,<Vd.i.ng of c~.;rtn.in rooms, or interference 
with school-work. The schoolE=l of the town suddenly became 
famous to an unprecedented degree, 
work: 
The follovring fl1..:t>t' distingrdshing fea.tUl'es of the G.;.ulncy 
1. The teacher we.s ~~n f:lrtist, not a taskrnastero 
2. Life wns ~oyous, with n comradeship ot taanher and 
pupils, 
3. The fl.psenc~ of scold,.ing or prying, e.nd the attitude 
of confidence. 
4o The substit~tion of the ex.prAssion of tho~ht on the 
rart of the pupils for the memorized recitation, 
5. The dignity• self-~ossesssion nnd lack of aelt-oon-
scioueness of the pupils 
6. The child as the Objective point, and not the 
courses of study, examinations or promotions, 
7. The grer:· t economy, "lr·.turalness, e.nd pre.ctieabili ty 
of the devices employed, 
B. Examinations to teRt the children's power to do-~ 
not to memorlze. 
CH..APTER IV 
OTHER PRACTICES INSTITUTED BY COLONEL PARKER 
Qne phase of' the work not p:reviouely me.ntton·ed was 
the faith ot Q.olonel Parker in the doctrine of concentration. 
'l'hat which he advocated so strongly was the Herbartian plan 
for Concentration o:t: Instruction e.bout a Central Gore. He 
wo:rked this out tor geography and it was used to a oonaid ... 
arable degree ;Ln the Coolt OotUltY Normal School. 
In nis plan the cente~ of all movement was the on11d~ 
T.he centra.:J. subjects comp;cised the subjeot lUa.tter :round i.n 
the ohilti's environll).ent. In this oase 1t was the .nattWe.l 
saienoes, especially home geography. With this a~ the. 
start.ing-point, the other sub jeots were· wove.n around :J,t • 
Tbroughout the whole school the stones, flowers, and 
other artiales brought in b;y the children were reoeived with 
interest. From this the older children were led to further I . . 
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investigations and wider study. Classes were taken to observe 
river valleys in tl1e making, the characteristics of dunes, ot 
· gla.oiat ed regions, and of all typi e:al area.:s within the vi-
cinity. Industrial exaursions made a correlating link between 
geographical and industrail history. ~his ~ed to an intelli· 
gent use of pictures, maps, charts, and bool:cs. ~he books 
were used to obtain information not available at first hand. 
Sterioptioan pictures were used to show points not observable 
in personal studies. Observations were recorded in writing. 
Art became a contributing factor in all geographic study 
~ ~----------------------------------------~-=~ 
through many modes of expression such as relief maps modled 
in sand, putty, or plaster, thro t..·.gh scenes sketched on the 
blackboard, or with pencil and color. 
The relation of nature and man was shown by drawing 
geography into the servia.e of history. t.rhe understanding og 
how largely geography governs human life and ~n's work led 
to a sympathetic understanding of other peoples. prior to 
this, history had been taught largely to get 1nfor~ation in 
ohronological sequence, Under Colonel Park:e:v' a influence the 
attempt was made to seJ.ect the za.ate~ial ot inteJ,"est to the 
obildren at each age in order to e.dd meaning to the1tt ao-
tivities and. give social signitioanoe tQ tbeir lite. For in• 
stance the younger obi~dren made In4ian tents aug ~sk+mo 
houses ·in the work shop' the older ones oonstruoted, the more 
ancient houses on the J.;Lntel principle. ~hus the children 
oould live in imagination in the historical period studied. 
History and literature .were oorrelat.ed so that the lit-
erature threw light on the history ot human emotions, aspir-
ations, and deeds; and history formed the background wllich 
helped to explain the literature. Under the supervision of 
Miss Mary Burt the children made a historical ahart of great 
world literature. An illustration of the correlation trrnn 
the histo~i ca:1:- view point. is found in t.he work of Miss Riae w 
who had the children read the Iliad and the Odyssey in parts, 
while studying Gteek history. ~hey also visited the .Art 
Institute while making this study. So again, art gave express-
ion to history, and history formed to splendid background 
tor art. 
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As a forerunner of the visual education of today the 
sohool had a museum oontaining many objects of historic and 
geographic .. interest, and numerous mounted pictures illustra-
ting all the central subjects. 
Garden work was made the basis of practical studies in 
mathematics. Art was oorrela ted withe the teaching of science 
and mather~tics in the making of working drawings and in the 
oonstruction of apparatus used in both departments, 
'l'he original composition ot sirn.pl.e themes in music and 
in plays tor dramatization QY the ohi~dren found their begin-
nings along with these other irmovatio.n~?• 
~he t'ollowing lea apn taken fro~ ~ 9,U1Q,QX. ~t,!t,o.Ge. !,l_J.~§.­
l,;:~ted by by Lelia Patridge is a specimen ot tJ,1e kind gtven in 
the lowest grade of the Quincy Sahool~:J, to show the .method used 
in practice there, 
A LESS on ON HILLS 
Purpose--First. To take the first step in the teaching ot the 
science og geography. · 
Seoond. ~o lead the children to observe the terms of land 
around them. 
By the way, to teach language. 
PREPARATION MADE BY THE TEACHER-- First. Performing a series 
of experiments with children and sand. 
Devising an ingenious plan. 
PREPARATION MADE BY THE PUPILS--All the sand mounds and mud 
pies that they have ever made. and all tlie hills they have 
ever seen {not looked at). 
PLAN OF THE LESSON--lirst. Let the pupils make sand hills. 
Second. Call their attention to the difference between them, 
and thus lead the pupils to observe slope. 
Third. Get from tije terms high, low, steep, sides, 
top, and bottom. 
Fourth. Have them tell me all about their hills. 
MEM. Be sure to take the steepes·li hill for this, so as to 
make the washing away more perceptible. 
Sixth. Tell the pupils to look at the hills on their way 
home, and be ready to make them to-morrow. 
THE LESSON 
A primary schoolroom. In an open space back of the children•s 
desks, stands a long low sand table, and upon it two or three 
pailfuls . J'f sea-shore sand. The teacher has just finished 
a writing lesson, given as a general exercise, and now she 
says oheerily; 
All the babies may go to the sand table and wait till I 
aome. 
At this, about a dozen little childr~n, five and si~ yea»s 
of age, start off at onoe for the table, whioh ~aving 
reached, t.hey immediately began to play in the ~anQ., 
*antime the teacher i~ setting the re~t to wol."~, giving 
to one group some piotures to look at • aend;Lng ~nother to 
the blackboal."d to illustr:.te one of Mother Goos~'s rllyrues; a 
third division make i'a from a Qopy on the blao~bo~~dt and 
tij.e last, try to d.raw th\\3 teacher t s ohair, ..Att~r all a:re 
busy the teaoher sauntel;'s le:l,sUl'ely down th~ a1sle, stopping 
every step or two, to st~aighten some small rig~d h~nd cramp• 
ed around a penoil, to lift a Pf:l.il" o:r ~ovping shoulders, or 
to give an encouraging pat to a ourly head, or to oa,tOh play ... 
tully at a little hand put shyly out to stroke ~er dress as 
s.b.e pass·es. aut all this seeming leisure is a part· of the 
plan, tor every now and then, quiok glanoes have been oast 
toward the babies and their play, and just as each little 
one is putting the finishing touches t·o a mound of sand, she 
stands beside them and asks: 
"What do they look like." 
"Little hills," pronounces a ·mite of a woman, after a quick 
survey of the row of tiny hummooks on the table. 
••That's what. I think,'t cordially assents the teacher; let's 
call them hills. Look. at Harry's. · 
''Oh, isn't it tall and slim!'' exalamis an exoitt;ible little 
fellow. · · ·· · 
".f4ine is nice and fat,n complacently remarked a small roan, 
who is too busy patting his own, to pay much attention t.o 
anybody' s else. 
usee Mary's" (it was long and low); it you were going to 
aoast down one of these hills next winter, which one·would 
you rather have." 
"Harry's," is the unanimous answer. 
"Why." questions the teaa:her. 
"Because it is so high, of course," declares one, evid-
ently thinking the questi oo. slightly stupid. 
"I'd take it because it is so steep," asserts another byo. 
"I like to coast where the hi'll is as steep as--anything." 
"How would this one do." asks the teacher, pointing to 
:Mary's. 
"Ho, I wouldn 1 t like that; why you couldn't get any slide 
at all, hardly," burst out Bertie, who has just begun to 
talk. 
"Why not." smilingly persists the teacher. 
"Cos it's too little!" says the youngest of the group. 
"I think it's because it's so low," remarks a young phil-
osopher in petticoats, who has been studying the hillocks 
attentively all this time. 
"I think so too," echoes the teaoller, with an approving pat 
on the golden head. "I'd like to know where you would begin 
to ooe.st on Harry's bill," she says in a moment. 
"Why, at the top! Don't you know the,t.'' with ahal:t'-pitying 
oomplaoenoy. 
".And where do you stop." querj.es the tl;:lacher. 
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"At the bottom," ohorU& three or four children; and one ex-
perienced slider adds meditatively, in a halt aside~ 
t•Unless you get tipped over, and then you stop in the middle,., 
The teacher smothers a laugh and then goes on; 
"Each put your hand on your hill, where you woulll beginto 
slide ... 
'.Rhe hands are all plaQed. 
"And what part of the llill is that." 
"'Phe top, agree the children~ 
"Now let us play that this shell is a ~led, and it•e going 
down. Where is it now." 
"On the side," comes the chorus, 
"And now,'' as it stopm, 
''At the bottom." ·. 
"What .kind of a hill :l.s this o:f' Ha.rry's•" 
"A high hill!" A tall. hill!" "A tlli.n hill!" are the answers, 
"l like to call 1 t a bigh llill, tt rema:r k,$ the teacher, as 
if incidentally. ··. . 
"What kind of a P.ill did you te 11 me M,ary' s was," 
"Ashort hill!" "A fat hill!'t "A low hill!" 
"Yes. I think it is a low hill. Now each one tell me a 
nioe Uttle story about his hill. Bertie ... 
''My hill is high." · · 
"'hat's nice. Nellie." 
"My hill is long." 
"Yes. .Annie.'' 
"MY hill is short." 
"Minnie." 
"This is the side of my hill." 
"Harry." 
"This is the top of my hill." 
"Jimmie." · 
"r:fhis is the bottom of my bill." 
ttCarrie." 
tii made a big hill." 
"My hill is made of sand;" conc.ludes Willie. 
"What are truly hills made off." is tlle teaoher's sudden in-
quiry. 
"Dirt," is the unanimous response. . 
"I'll tell you what we will play next. Nellie, bring me a 
oup of water. She does so. ••Now, 'I am going to pour same of 
this water down at the bottom of Harry's hill, and we will 
see it run up." Such a burst of laughter. 
"You can't do it. "Isn't she queer." "Water don't run up 
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hill," are some of the remarks these amused people are mak-
ing, while the teacher stands, cup in hand, waiting to put 
her quest ion in. 
"How does it run," 
"Down. •• 
uvery well. I'll pour saae here on the top, and we'll play 
it's rain." 
There comes a cry of dismay from the little group, for 
Barry's hill, under the steady stream. of water, is rapidly 
disappearing. ' 
"Oh, don't; 1 t 's all r'l,U'lning away." uoh, you're spoil.1ng 
it.; please don't!" are the appealing requests that come from 
the little hill-makers. 
"Why, what is the matter." inquires the teacher, innocently. 
"It's all melting away." "It isn't steep any more, tt complain 
the Children. 
''How came it to run away, What made it," 
"''Jl.he water," is tlle quiok reply, 
"What did the water do," 
"lt oarri eel the sand d,own with 1 t. '' 
"lt ran away with the sand." S€!.id a tUJ.ow one, wllO had, \)ee.n 
thinki.Q a great deal and talking but 11 t tla • · 
"Yes. J.lfow ··I am going to let you run away• ... home, pretty 
soon, and I want you to look: at all the hills ~I'OU can.., and 
make some like them tor me in tl1e sa,nc.l, Good ... l);y," ~he ohil• 
J("en all go to thej,r seats. lThe next daY the O'h~l,dre.noould 
hardly wait to make in the sand the hills they had seen. and 
when made, the hills were easily recognizable, being excel-
lent copies or the originals.) · 
NOTES .AND COiVJI\1ENTS 
'furn every desire of the child, if.possible, to good account, 
Even the natural propensity 'of children to play in the dirt 
may be made the first step to that grandest of all sciences--
Geography. 
The idea of the tremendous wasting, wearing power the water 
has upon t.he land, is here implanted in the children.•s 
minds. It will grwo with their growth; and when children so 
instructed shall come to maturity, they will be men and 
women who can f'orm some adequate conception of the great 
creative forces still at work, transforming the earth under 
their very eyes. 
THE FREEDOM OF THE TEACHER A PART OF THE PLAN 
Colonel Parker's reforms included not only the realm of 
the child but also that of the teacher. T.hrough his efforts 
the work of the teacher was changed from one of drudgery to 
one of joy both to himself and to his pupils. He raised the 
standard from that of a day laborer to that of a profession, 
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th~ough his conviction that education was an Art and. a Science. 
Teachers, like the pu9ils, were given freedom to work 
out their ideas, under the constant supervision of Colonel 
Parker with his fund of wisdom s.nd experience, 
The· foJ.lov.Jing report of a.· Comroi tteo of Ten was largely 
influenced by their belief in the ·great ve.lue of Colonel 
:Parker' a methods after. they had seen the 't)enefi ts re r-mJ. ting 
from his plan. 
In the Reports of the Commisaioner of Education 1892-93, 
., 
we find tl1.:l.s Report of the Committee of Ten, giv1ns tne1r 
reeoa~endations toward the work of teachers, In this ~e,ort 
they recommended: 
That 'tbe.re should be no such thing a.a class eduoa.tion,., •• 
Method should never be prescribed; each teacher should bave 
:f're edam of choice to WOJ.ll( independently, aided by tac ttul 
suggestions and. directions •• , •• The fundamental idea of 
teachers' meetings is to get each and every teacher to con-
tribut his or her best thought and experience for the good 
o :f' the whole • 1 
Once a week all the teachers in training P.t. the Coo~ 
County Normal School met with Colonel .Parker for a discussion 
ot pede .. gogical :problems. Each teacher submitted a plan of her 
..,. ,::. 
work. Meetings of Parker's own faculty were n~t'JO held regularly . 
each week, Here, too, teachers told of some pedagogical dis-
covery they had made, or of e.pplying creatively some prin-
ciple he had previously sought to clarify. He not only in-
·structed his student teachers in psychology, but continually 
reminded his own sta:f;f of the duty and opportunity for the 
application of these principleso 
An instance, illustrative of inspiration received and 
1 
The ~ducational Review, May, 1894, Vol, 7, pages 488-490, 
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applied was that of Miss Harriet Iredell, who in one of these 
weekly meetings told ofthe following discovery she had made. 
As the children were writing on the blackboard one child asked 
how to spell the word 'dissolved", As each child needed to 
use this word, the attention of all was called as the teacher 
wrote it on the olaokooard. It was then eraGed. .As one child 
wrote it incorrectly, this was erased, and the correct form 
was again written by Miss Iredell. 'ihis was again erased. T.he 
oorreot form was then correctly written by this child; who 
was 'the slowee:st in the olass. 'Rhis discovery of 'the ability 
of little children to write, rapidly, words and sentences 
upon the blackboard under the impulse o;f' thought' was co n-
sidered by Colonel Farker to be one of the most wonderful 
discoveries made in the s.bhool. l. Other disooveri@S were made 
by every member ot the faculty, and their effeotiv~meESs 
in application lay. not ,in their OJ;.'1ginal,i ty bu;~ in the faot 
that their were discOfered by each teaoher for hi~elf. 
PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIA~IONS 
'1\b.ese innovations extended beyond tP,e up:Litt q;t; the 
ohild and the teacher to ~he home iP. its relationship to the 
school. He saw that it was t.l"J.e f~()tio.n of both the school 
and the home to insure the fullest possible development to 
each child. So in 188?, he organized the first Papent-
Teacher Association. Frequent meetings were held in the large 
Assembly Hall at Cook oounty Normal at whioh his eduoational 
aims and methods were explained by members of his faoulty or 
by himself. For eighteen years he organized and oonduoted 
these meetings. 
~hese were a fore-runner of the nation-wide organization 
of today. Credit for this initial organization is given by 
Miss I. e. Heffron in Franois· Wayland Parker. Credit is als a 
given by Miss F. J. Oooke, in The Illinois ~eaaher, June, 
1936, in an article entitled Colonel Parker ~.! ~ fli.!!!., 
l 
F. W. Parker, 'ialks .2.!2. Pedagoei,cs, page lV 
and by Miss H. M. Hefferan, a member of the Chicago Board of' 
Education. In the Chicago School Journal, September 1936, 
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in an article entitled Colonel Francis w. Parker, page 8 she 
says that from the years 18~3-99 the life at the Cook Qoun,ty 
Normal school meant the renascence of education in the middle 
west. By 1892 his rnethods were adopt~d in Englewood and. Normal. 
Park 'l'erri tory when they were annexed to Chicago; and the 
Parent Teacher Associations organized rrom l~OO·l~lO in twenty 
~ohools on the south side were patterned after the one he 
organized in 1887. 
RESULTS OF COLONEL J?ARI<ER •s METHODS AND PR,AOTICES 
The question natura:J,.ly arises, "What were the praQtical 
results of these methods and practices.'' 
From the parents• viewpoint. they found that the children 
were given more individu€!.1 attention E:~.nd care in the devel-
opment of' their character. They also found that the children 
were happier, and became more trustworthy, and that they ac-
quired greater-knowledge and skill. 
Inter~sting information regarding these results is given 
in an article by c. F. Adams, entitled Colonel Parker's ex-
periment in ~he Co~on Schools of ~uincy, Massachusetts. ~he 
article was published in the Elementary School Journal, March, 
1935. On page 503 the writer states: 
Instructiqn in reading, writing, spelling, and to a very con-
siderable degree in history and geography were combined in 
the two exercises reading and writing. The old reader had dis-
appeared, and they used the geographies, histories and mag-
azine articles. Attention was thus secured, and the pen being 
continually in the hand they wrote as readily as they spoke 
and spelling came with practice ••••....••••••••••••.•••••• 
~hey could, however, put their ideas into sentences on paper, 
'r' 
'J 
I 
CHAPTER V 
THE EDUCATIONAL THJWRIEc OF CuLO:N.EL PARKEH AND DR. DEWEY 
"The day is come when the fear of disobedience of a few 
neBatives is not to be the method of the school." 
· Colonel Parker 
The methods and practices introduced into the educa-
tional world by Q,olonel Parker, were motivated by a deep 
oonvicti on oonoern ing his eduoati ona.l theory. 'rb.e following 
pages will be an attex11,pt to explain this theory. 
To show his influence on the work ot Dr. JoP!l ~ewey, 
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that of Dr. Dewey will also be stateQ.. In the me,:l,n, 'their 
theories are in harmony. :aut Colonel. l?e,;!;'ker, b;y· hi~:! agg;t'ess ... 
iveness, earnestness, ~nd enthusiasm, first 1~fluenQed thou-
sands ~nd laid the groundwork tor the great aont:r:t"Qution 
to the new eduoati n which has been made by Dr. Dewey. 
The similarity of thought along educational lines can 
best be shown by stati.ng their beliefs regc.:rding certain 
fundamental principles v1hi ch governed their thoughts. 
TRUE EDUCATION LEADS TO FREEDOM 
Throughout the ages men have associated together in var-
ious wa~rs and for various purposes. '.Rhe outstanding manner 
has been, however, under a form of government known as aris-
tooraoy, with its fundamental motive of selfish desire for 
domination, ease, and luxury for the few. Its methods have 
been to prevent the great majority of humans from seeking 
and finding the truth. Another way men have grouped together 
is under a for.m of government known as democracy. This is 
founded upon the principle that society can and should rule 
r . ' -~ -------iiiiiiiiiOii==:;:: .. -
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itself, and the principle of tho re::roonsibi.li ty of each for 
all and all for each, 
Colonel Parker's gres.t ai:n was the freeirc ot humanity 
from any form of bonds,ge • and he saw the deroocratic form of 
govo,-•nment as the only form under •,vhich the methods of free-
dom can be fostered. He held thst demoorao~r is impossible 
without efficient common schools, 
is the meo.ns o:f accu.:1,r;lng freedom, 
ln other words, education 
So to hj.M tr,~e education 
meant the present11tio11 o:f' the conditions nec~~sar;y for the 
evolu.tion of persomtlity i.nto freedom. The common schoot 
was _the em bryonia dcmocrncy, with the oh:tld the oe,nt~:r of 
!:1.ttentiono The stl.'h,j ects in the c:mrrioulum were the means of 
which ~he child, throush his own effort, should be allowed 
to interpret the wo~ld in which he had to livq, Since nowhere 
else did the children of all n~tions ~~d sects meet ar.d play 
together, work tocether, ani live together, he felt the 
missiort of the common 8chool was to dissolve the forces of · 
:pre.1udice and inculcB.te the :principle of a democr~tic society. 
It is the belief of Dr, Dewey that the school is a social 
institution. Therefore the methods of discipline and instruct-
ion should be guided accorCJ.ingly, in Ol"der to bring the child 
to share in the inherited resou.r,"les of the raoe. He sees 
democracy as more than a mere form of government. It is a 
mode of associR.ted living, The child is primarily a social 
beingo His simila.rlty of feeling to that of Colonel Parker 
is shown in his M_l ?edagogic Creed, page 1, in the statement: 
The only true education comes through the stimulation of the 
--------. ---·--;· 
child'~ powers by the demands of the social institution in 
wluch he finds himself. Through these demands he is sttmu-
lated to act as a member of a unity, to emerge from his or-
iginal narrowness of action and feeling, and to conceive of 
himself from the standpoint of the wel:t'e.re of the group to 
which he belonl~s. 
QUALITY IS FilliEDOlvJ: 
':£he established method of quantity teu.ching was outlawed 
from Colonel Parker's beliefs. His conviction was that Pase 
learning, per oent examine. ti ons, the strap. and rewards or 
Prizes served as stimuli to the drudgery of ~ohool +ife; and 
that they were very ef:t'@ctive means of keeping chilg~en from 
~WYtliing like a search for the truth, or from a ;r:ea.:Uzation 
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o;t' their own liberty. Q.uantity tea.olting aimed to make tlle 
masses believe they wer~ eduoated, at1d e.t the sam.e tiiilEll tried 
to prevent free action or the ~ipd. This was the l~st stand 
ot the few who still wished to rule, but who by popular demand, 
were forced to give the people education. 
To those who urged that a child should be given hard, 
dry disciplinary studies to prepare him for close, prolonged 
application, he always maintained that nothing could be farther 
from the truth. If a child has found an inte1•est in his school 
work 'it will b. ecoro.e the inspiration of long years spent in study. 
In the free expression of' thought on th(;l part of the child there 
is continual pleasure. This is the true interest by which mental 
energy may be used for the best outcome. Education present.s 
the means for the fullexercise of the laws of personal develop-
ment, of which selfaotivity is the central factor. 
If the teaoher concentrates all his efforts upon quality of 
aotion, the quantity or knowledge will take care of itself. 1 
1 
F. W. Parker, Talks on Pedagog_ics, pages 361,. 390 and 409. 
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To him education was self-effort toward freedom in find-
ing and applying the truth, and consisted in presenting the 
right conditions for personal choice. On pages 3~0-391 in 
his !..~ .91l Fe.dasogia.~, Colonel Parker gave the following 
indications of quality teaching: 
(l) 
{2.) 
~3) 
{4) 
(5), . 
(6} 
'7} 
The artist teacher watches with the greatest care and 
assiduity the character of each pupil; watohes mental 
action through all the modes of expression. 
k course of study is a means to an end; from the course 
of·study the teacher selects the material immediately 
needed for the advancement of mental and mo~~l ~ower. 
The artist teacher is everlastingly studyin~ pupils and 
seeking for better means to ass:l.~t them ;i.n ;righteous 
self ... etrort. Close, persistent, indete.tigaple study of 
the _oh:Lld and of aubjects tor tne ch:i.&d is a mark:ed in-
dioatio~ o~ the quality teaoher. 
The art:tst teacher has so1ne apprehension of the infinity 
of means directly at hand !'or the development of pupils, 
.All quality teaching conoentres in imro.ediat@ mani:festa-. · 
tion in·oharacter; history lives in the cl:!.iJ.d; civics 
and ethics means daily life; science is apJ?l:l.ed :l.n school 
ana at nome. There is no wai~ing for future eff~ots in 
quality t.eaching. 
~uality teaching excludes all competition, unque rivalry, 
and the cultivation of sordid ambition. 
The essence of quality teaching in love; its one aim, 
the truth. · 
Dr. D_ewey's teaching is that mere aoquistion of infor-
mation is of far less importance than intimate acquaintance 
with a small number of typioal experiences in which the view-
point is how to deal with problems of experience. There are 
four instincts or impulses of children which are great educa-
tional resources~ the interest in conversation, in inquiry, 
in making things, and in artistic expression. 'l!he first of 
these is, perh~ps, the greatest. The instinct of investiga-
tion develops from a combination of ·the constructive impulse 
with the conversational. This is also true of the expressive 
instinct. By letting the child first express his impulse, 
and then through direction causing him to realize it by re-
cognizing facts, materials and conditions involved, educa-
tige results are achieved. For by giving the child something 
to do which demands thinking, learning naturally results. 
DEVELOPMENT UF SOCIAL-MINDEDlmss AS IMPORTANT 
l1..S ACADEMIC TRAINING 
At the time of Colonel Parker, tlle common school system 
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in the United States was less than sixty years old, and although 
it had become a necessity in the perpetuity ot our politioal 
. ' 
institutions, he felt that it was u;r:-gent to me.ke it b~tter to 
satisfy the demand for ~alvation of all childre,p. Wit)l the 
goal of the nation as personal libe1•ty ;Ln lllind, he ~sk:ed his 
teachers how they would lead the child to beoo~e se~f~aotive, 
lt the nighest good for society is the b~gllest good, :t'o;t- the 
individual had they a perfect guide in the needs ot ~aciety 
as a help to the child. If the motive of their work was tor 
community life and for htUUani ty they should find it eduoati ve. 
', 
The school as a 9ommuni~y or an emoryonic democracy was 
an absolutely new picture to many. To Colonel Parker the 
social factor in the school was a very- important faqtor. He 
maintained that what the children learn from each ·other in 
play or work is the highest that is ever learned, and is a 
tremendous foroe in the upbuilding of democracy. If an act 
of an individual interferes with the best work of the· commun-
ity, he is in the wrong. So the highest duty of the. individ-
ual is to strive to do all in his power to achieve the best 
good for all. 
Dr. Dewey believes that society is a society of indiv-
iduals, and the individual is always a social individual. 
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Just as society has not existence except through the indivi-
uals who compose it, so the individual has not existence by 
himself, but lives in tor, and by society. Therefore the 
child is a member of society and must be instructed in school 
and oared tor as such. He must be considered as such in the 
b:roadest sense, and receive whatever is neoessa.,1:y to enable 
him. to recognize all his social relations and carry them out. 
~he only way to prepare tor social life is to engage in 
social life. So to aseist the child in this respect, the 
school. must, of necessity reproduce within itsEtlf the typical 
condi tiona of soc:t.al lii'e, Th.~ subjects ·of the courk>e of 
study become available as a means of ,Producing th;l.s oon ... 
di tion. Under a good teacher, manual tre,intng will 'Pecome more 
than manual; it will adapt itself very readily to t~e develop~ 
ment or social habits. l:listory will equally as wel:J, lend it .. 
self to the teaching ot the method of social ,p;r.•ogree~~ an(l 
will become vital to tne·child, 1f presented f~om tb~ sooio• 
logical standpoint, What the ohiJ.d needs far more tllem tbe 
k;nowledge of the importe.,nce ot truthfulness and hone$.:\lY 13: 
tne :formation o:t' habits of social imagination and cqn,oep1i1on, l 
The worth of a form of $OCial life is measured by the extent 
in which the interests o:f' a group are shar0d by all its 
members, andthe manner in which it interacts with other 
groups it considers to be its equal. A sooiety or this type 
must have a system of educBtion in which individuals are 
given personal interest in social relationships and oontrol; 
and in which they :form the habits of mind which bring about 
sooial ohanges without disorde~. 2 · 
DEVELOPMENT OF CHARACTER FOR SERVICE ESSEN'l,IAL 
. ' . 
The teachers under Colonel Parker were always g~ven free~ 
dom to work out their ideas, but the child ever remained 
the center o:f' interest and was to be the first objeot or the 
teacher's attention. 
Subjeot matter was essentially contributory, but the 
ohild was not bound by a teacher-made curriculum. Its plaoe 
l 
Dr. Dewey, Ethical Principles Under1ying Education, third 
Year Book, 1897, National Herbart Society, pages 8-23. 
2 
Dr. Dewey, ~mocracy ~Education, pages 94-116. 
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was to furnish the scope and opportunity for the choices and. 
efforts of the child, and to provide many varied and rich 
experiences for him. 
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All the children were encouraged to express the~elves 
f';J.*eely. The work of tne teacher was to present the co:1ditions 
,''. 
necessary for educative self-effort, with the re(alizat1on 
that when this sel1'-act1vity trie.s to do tbat wl:t1ch nature 
does herself, it de.feats its own end, 
.A rich background o:t: experience from the study of life 
; o.:' r:t ', , .• 
in "al;L.i ts forms and fao·~s is the necessary souroe of ualua;.. 
:. b~e oreat:lve self-expression. The purpost;J of this method is 
preparation tor servioe, and the te:,ts ot it~ etteotiveness 
are found in the answers to the quest ;ions "Is evt;ry ind:lvid· 
ual in this school doing educative work in the most Elaonom ... 
iQal way." and" Is that work the best for the wb,ole and at 
the same time the best for each individual." 
Colonel Parker•s teachers gave themselves heartily to 
' 
the support of his ideals, One of them, Clara Mitchel~ Mills-
paugh, has interpreted his ideal thus; 
Right community life should afford opportunity for and en-
couragement of voluntary individual service of a kind which 
will react upon the individual offering the service to his 
best growth. The work of the teacher is to bring about 
spontaneous, intelligent, educative cooperation without the 
knowledge of' this scheme being brought to the consciousness 
of the children. 1 
In this -connection also, another member of the faculty, Kath-
erine Stillwell, says 
that the school is a place where the child learns by doing 
The impulse to do a thing makes the child a seeker after know-
~ 
-----------··--------·-·- -----
ledge. All knowledge should be used for the good of the 
oommunity. This belief had the effeot of broadening the 
ourrioul.um. 1 
Although Dr. Dewey does not emphasize the note of ser-
vice as strongly as did Colonel Farker, yet he does emphasize 
the impo:,r,-tanoe ot oharaoter-building in the educational pro-
gram.. 
' All education which develops the power to share ef':t'eot-
ively in sooial life :forms a oharaoter or the type that is 
essential to growth. Training i.n habits of orde:r, ot 1n• 
dustry, and of responsi b:l,li ty are factors in cb.araoter ... llU.il. .. 
ding, whioh will help d~Velop tne t.ype of society we snould 
like to realize. 
~DUOATivN IS GROWTH 
The'oentral aim of Colonel ~arker•s system was the har-
monious growth of the whole ~eing.· He believed tha~ pupils 
should be alert to adjust themselves to an ever-advancing 
society, and be prepared to meet life as a challenge rather 
than as an authority to l:)e followed and o't)eyed. 
Another name for this· symmetrical up building of body, 
soul, and mind, is oharaoter. There are two factors in the 
process! the' inherited powers of the mind and the environ-
ment or the mind. This ~eans that .the subjects t~~ht are 
the means of mental development. All-sided educative work 
stimulates the healthful aotion of brain, nerve, and muscle. 
The being moves to higher planes of thought and action. OV~ 
effort at one state cripples the aotion of the mind in higher 
~ 
I. o. Heffron, Frana is Wax~.@d ~arker, page 57. 
Uence the problem of education is how to use to the great-
est advantage the whole being, body, soul, and mind, with 
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the least possible energy. This can be accomplished by unity 
of action in expression. One marked indication of unity of 
action in eXpression. One marked indicstio.n o:t: unity o:r act-
ion is genuineness. Little children at play are probabJ.y the 
best examples ot unity of action. It this is oarefully pre-
served, the crippling influences of self-consciousness, tear, 
and self-conceit will be avoided, and the altru1stio motive 
will continue to prevail. ~· 
~ere it might be noted that publio declamation by little 
children, is one of the greatest oaus~s of selt~oonioious-
. ness. :aaving sufterc~d himself from 1 t~ daxnaging ei'teotliJ, he 
saw that this form of dramat~cs gave way to i.znpersor:ua,tion ot 
ohara0ter, naturallY !ilxpressC;ld th:t•ough speeob. ~;~.nd aotion~ 
The writ;ng of origin&i\1 playf?, aoted bY tna oh~ldre.n, whioh 
is (l<;>mmon in the prog:r,'essiv~ schoo:J.s of to·ti~y, i'o'llll,d its be-
ginning under the guidance o:t:·Colonel Parker. 
Dr. Dewey enumerates the typical points of the old ed\t-
eation as follows: its passivity of attitude, its mechanical 
pass:llng ot children, its uniformity of curriculum and method, 
and the center of gravity somewhere outside the child. "Now 
the phange which is co~ing i~to our education is the shift" 
1ng of the center of gravity •••••••••• ~ this case the child 
becomes the sun about which the applian~es or education re~ 
volve; he is the center about which they are or~~ized." 
lrrom the view point of the individual, education is a con-
stant growth; and organization of experience plays a large 
part in development. If earlier experiences are available for 
subsequent si tue.tions, there is increased meaning. .The 
child's experience is a continuous reconstruction, going from 
his present experience to that represented in what we call 
studies. Instead of attempting to adapt the Clrlld to subject 
matter, the subject matter of such subjects as science, art, 
and history will serve to reveal the real child to us. So 
1 
I. C •. Heffron, Fran~l!!.. Wayland Parker, pages 63-66 
F. W. Perker, Talks on Pedagogics, OhA.p. Xl, Pages 261-287,387 
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let these serve to allow the child's nature t.o fulfill its own 
destiny. It is the child's present powers and capacities which 
are to be exercised. Only as the teacher knows tbDroughly the 
race experience embodied in the curriculum, can she know what 
the present power or attitude is, or how it is to be exercised 
and realized. 1 
Dr. Dewey sees life as a self-renewing process tnrough 
action upon the environment, since the very natu~·e of life 
is to strive to continue in being and this can be accompli-
shed t~ough constant r~newals. Society also e~1~ts through 
a process of transmission and omm.unication of b~b~ts qt 
doing, thin~ipg, and f~~u~ling. ''Wb.at nut:ri t ion an(!. rep;roduo-
t~on are .to p)lysiological life, education :J.s to r~ocial li:t.'e•'' 
'.11he primary condition ot gr~wth is immaturity, wh~ch pre-
sents the presence of the force called the ab~litY to de• 
velop. '.Rhe child has specific powers wll.ich cannot be ;Lgnored 
without .arresting development. The standard ot the Value of 
a school if rueasured by the extent to which 1 t arouses a d.e-
sire for continued growth, and supplies the means ror making 
the desire effective. 2 
ABUITD.ANT OPPORTUNITY FOR SELF-EXPRESSION MUST BE PROVIDED 
. The assembly hall serve~ as the common meeting ground 
for Colonel Parker's large gamily. Here each brought what 
he had discovered or learned, and spontanelously gave it to 
the others for their enjoyment or well-bing. Questions 
were often asked. relating to the children's homes. .A charac-
teristic ooilllllent was, ''Coming to school doesn't amount to 
much unless it helps you to help father apd mother more, and 
better. That's what real education is. It makes us intell-
igent and useful •. " 
That which is best for the body and mind and suul is un-
l 
J"ohn Dewey, :ID!._~ .!!Q.ild ~ The Curriculum 
2 
John Dewey, ~~C?Slr~_(}y_and.E4_l1_catiu£_, Chap. lV, pages 49-62. 
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Q.onsciously acquired. The foundation of education consists 
in training the child to put the energy of his entire being 
into that work which is most needed for the elevation of man-
kind. Activity is the law of the child's nature, and help~ 
lessness is the product of too much help• 
Reading and writing occupied an important place as a 
direct means of stimulating orec:,t:l ve thought and expression. 
The child who has learned to ree.d a little, ciphe:r fa:l.rly 
well, and write legibly, will probably make no contribution 
tp society, But the child who knows how to worlc apd loves 
work, will be apt to educate himself an~ also exte~d the 
benefits to society. Tb@ children'e pro~ress in learning to 
read in Colonel Parker's schools, seemed to many phenomenal. 
. ·•' 
He believed that the technique of gre.ro,rn,ar, spelling, and 
punctuation should be learned mainly through daily writing 
correlated with other subject matter, and by much oreu.tive 
work. The amount of drill necessary upon these uses shoul~ 
vary with the intensity of motive and individual need. He· 
maintained that a skilful teacher would cause the pupils to 
be conscious of a need for written expression in almost 
every lesson; arid that varied types of expressio4 develop 
the whole body and also lead to the development of mental and 
moral powet. 
The library was a plaoe tor research and for, oreative 
thinking. He also believed that manual training provides the 
best lessons in form, geometry, and practio.al arithmetic, and 
in primary logic which is needed in speech and writing. Phys• 
ical exeroise, under unity of'action, is the best preserver 
r \ 
at health and will make the body responsive to action along 
the line of least resistance. 
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Bearing in mind the ooncept;!.on of subjeot matter as only 
contributory to the child's needs, and of expression a~ a means 
ot growth, art was utilized in t:b.e ce.n.tral subj eots of study--
geography, history, literature, science, and mathematics. 
Th:li.s coordination of teaching.dernanded continual revis-
ion of the courses of st'UdY according to the knowledge and 
skill of the teache~s, the art or supeFvis1on, and the in-
telligence ot' the communities. It con€Jtan~l.y reQ~;I..ves new 
additions a~ skill advances. . 
Pr, Dewey feels that there ~s a sreat waste ~n eduoation, 
due to the tact that when the child emters the sohoolroom,he 
has to put out or his mind a large part of the ideas, inter-
ests, and activities or his home and neighborhood; and is un-
able to apply in his daily life much of what he is learning 
in school. The child is intensely active, So the problem of 
eduoatio.n. is to give his activitie;s and interests dir~cticin 
towards valuable results. 
There should be a natural connectivn between the school 
and the outside world to k~ep alive the ordinary bonds or re-
lation between the child in sdhool and the business envir-
onment. Certain arithmetical processes would then have some 
meaning. Geography as well as arithmetic should be studied 
in reference to the child's social environment. The same 
is true of the other subjects of the curriculum. For example, 
the wood and metal shops, and the sewing room make a connect-
ion with the social life outside, and at the ~ame time respond 
r , 
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to the child's need of constructive and creative action. 
The spirit of inquiry can be obtained ohly with the 
a·~ti tude of inquiry, lil.nd the child must learn truths instead 
of being merely passive and conforming to what were rega:rded 
as truths fifty years e.go. "What we want is to have the child 
come to school with a whole body, and leave school with a 
fuller mind. and an even healthier body, 11\ 
Q;ooking can become a na. turaJ. intvoduoa t:Lon to the study 
of chemistry, with a connection to country l1,t'e anCI. w:t th the 
science a that find. their uni t·y in geog:t•fil.phy, Again, a spirit 
of union between art ~nd the othev subject~ gives q~~th to 
the other work, sino~ art involves an idea o~ ·tho~ht, This 
gives.vita.lity to the art. 
All etudies arise fvom aspects of·one common world, So when 
the child lives in active rela~:Jion~hip to th;ls common world, 
his studies naturally become unified, and corvelated. The 
unifying aim of the school becomes the growth of the child 
in the dil'action of social capacity and service. :Discipline 
and information fall into place with this gvowth, 1 
EDUCATION THROUGH EXPRESSION 
nt is in their viewpoint of expression as a. means of' 
education that we find a difference in the point of emphasis 
by Colonel Parker and Dr. Dewey. Both agree on the import. 
ance of motor expression in the educational program. aolonel 
Parker, however, placed his emphas'is on all forms of express-
ion, while the emphasis of Dr. Dewey is placed on the study 
of industria s as a mo·s~ fundamental factor in the elementary 
course of study. The art modes of expression were given 
special consideration by Colonel Parker. He considered their 
1 John Dewey, The School and Society, Ubap. III, Pages 59-64. 
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~heir educative value to be in the concentration and idea~­
ization of thought, and the focusing of the entire being upon 
its immediate goal of the development of personality wb.ich 
sought perfection in its ideal. 
Exercise in expression allows the teacher to study the 
pupil, his thought, his special apt.i tudes, and controlling 
motive. ve~bal memorizing offers very little opportunity for 
tb.is study which directs adaptation to individual need.a. 
He named modeling, painting, and d~awing, ~~ the ~rt 
mo~es of exPression. While the m.ot1 ve os so1ue otb.er ~odes of 
e~ression, such ae making, is tnep:r.'aot1oal use, the motiv:e 
ot art ~s limited to the expression of thought, Imitation of 
a work of art such as modeling ~ idol or statue, or copying 
a painting or drawing is not art expression but is merely mak-. 
ing because it lac~s motive or the desire to make known to 
others cumulative thought. 
~e individual concept is a medium of thought expression, 
and this thought is manife:sted through a p~rtial ex~ernal-. · 
izat ion of the complete 1ndi vidual concept. In modeling, the 
form of the concept is fully expressed but without color; in 
' . 
painting t~e form e~pressed consists ot shades and tints of 
color; and in drawing we find the mode ling of form in two 
dimensions. 
In these means of expression different materials are 
used in varying amounts. It is evident that the less the 
quantity used in giving form to thought, the greater must be 
the concentration of thought, the more definite must be the 
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ooncept, and the higher the skill. The materials and the t'orln 
or the concept may be the means ot' arousing certain thoughts 
and emotions, but it is the character and the power expressed 
l:>Y this means that oonliJitute the controlling motive. 
SinQe Colonel l?ark;er believed, as did F:roebel, in the 
harmonious development of body, sou,J., and mind, he telt the 
proper exercise or the other modes or expression w~s neces-
sary also. This, he defined as the mani!'estation of thoUght 
and emotion throtigh the body by the physical agent~. He 
named these agents. as gesture, voiQ.e, s:p~eoh, :m.usio, making, 
and wr1 tint!h Since the exercise of eao~ mode of ($x_p:t'e$s:lon 
has deveJ.oped oerta:t..n pllysioal power~ aA4 oa:pal,)1J.1ties ot 
:q1uscle, nerve, and brain, tne exercise of all. the modes of 
expressio.tl prepares man to be of the g~eatest serv:1.oe to 
mankind. 
Colonel Parker taught that another mode of human action, 
which has played an important part ~n the development or the 
individual and the race, is attention. The p~wer of attenti~n 
culminates in expression and is interpreted by it. Teachers 
should s.tudy carefullY how long an act at' attention can be 
sustained in its dependence upon the strength and endurance 
of the brain and nerve power. With too long continuance, ex-
haustion ot' both body and mind occurs very quickly with'Ohil-
dren. There is no need of this exhaustion, far the teacher 
can make use of the fact that change rests the brain. She can 
present a variety at' related subjects, extending gradually 
the time of each observation, yet not extending it beyond 
the limit of the child's mental power. 
,---,.~;.-.-------..;..;:;.___._ 
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Attention and expression are the two fundamental modes 
of self ... effort by which all education is secured. Again. the 
duty of the teacher is to provide the right conditions tor 
mental action of each individual mind. l 
It should be noted nere that these ideas were aarried 
out in practioe by Colonel Parker in his schools. They were 
taken into other instit~tions by many trained teaohers 1'rom 
his normal school. The work orten beo~e isolated, ~d lost 
tbe character of being ~ means ot expre$sion to~ ideas in the 
study of history, scienoe, and geography. In D~. Dewey's 
estimation ot this work he does not hold Oolonel Parke:•s 
work or influence in a.ny way responeible for this situationo 
It has already been stated that Dr. Pewey ~laoes hie 
empha$1s on the theory ot training thro~h occupations, ThU& 
re.sults from his belief that the school. oannot be a prepara-
.tion tor sooial lite except as it repDoduoes the typical oon~ 
.. ·.; 
ditions of social lite; and that industrial activities are 
the most influential factors in determini~g; the ;;hought, t·he 
ideals, and the social organization of a people. 
History thus becomes an important element in the curric-
ulum with the history of industries as the record of how man 
learned to think, and to transform the conditions of life so 
that life beo~e different. 
The activities advocated by Dr. Dewey are quite differ-
ent from the ordinary manual training in that the child is 
given an opportunity to plan his own work and is carrying on 
1 
F. W. Parker, Talks .Q!! Peda.gogJ.cs, pages 133-140 
ip miniature the indsutrial processes he is studying. 
In Th~- §chool ~.qA .§.Q,Ql,_~u, Dr. Dewey has devoted a 
chapter to The Development of Attention. The first pages 
dea.}. wit,h the spontaneous attention of the child which is 
maintained till into the seventh year. 
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The demand of primary educatio~ is not to dwell upon 
the familiar repeatedly, but to enliven the commonplace by 
using it to ouild up situations previously unre~li~ed. This 
will provide mental re$t and a satisfaction in the realiz-
ation of what is enlar~ing. 
From .the age of eieht to ~levea or twelve, a transition 
from the spontaneous or non-voluntary attE;~ntion to th.e vol-
untary attention occurs, This is a natural process, but its 
recognition and use present a serious problem in instruction 
on the intellectual side. If there is not an inherent .. Power 
of attraction in the :material, tl;l.e attention will be tor the 
sake or memorizing ready-made answers to possible questions 
of another person, instead of being directed to seeking mater-
ial to answer a question of one's own. It the problem is the 
child's own, the stimulus is his own. The training is secure · 
or in other words, the habit of considering problems becomes 
his. Voluntary attention should be treated as meaning free 
and self-directed through personal interest and power. 
TKE CORRELATION OF ART WITH OTHER SUBJECTS 
TO DEVELOP THOUGHT AND SKILL 
Colonel Parker wrote that he always had a passionate 
desire to teach school. One day, as he was hoeing, he inquired 
of himself the reason for this. He decided it was because of 
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his satisfaction in seeing things grow. Just as he loved to. 
see the plant life develop, he desired to see mind and soul 
grow, and to provide them with the proper conditions f'or 
growth. 
As a child, he observed and loved everything in nature, 
and afterwards realized he had been acquiring a real educa-
tion. With this consciousness, he provided as large a place 
as possible tor nature study :l,n the s cllool environment. 
School eA:cUrsions to the neighbortng f;tel.ds, ~:rove~,· dunes, 
and lal\:e shore, inspi:t."Gd the pupils Wi Vh. a. lOVE,ll fo~ nature, 
The observations made and recorded inepired tu~m with a 
greater love for work. As the:;;e recordings were .tr.~e.de with 
pencil, brush, and tools, the instructor could, rea<Uly see 
in which mind the understanding was clear. The knowledge and 
experience or the pupils was constantly· supplemented by the 
,use or books. 
In addition to the aboye value of the correlation or 
acience and art, it added an expression of greater art value. 
The pupil's own dissatisfaction with their work led them to 
·." ' 
observe more closely in order to obtain more accurate know-
ledge that they might increase their skill in expressing 
their thoughts. 
This relationship was extended to other subjects of 
study on account of the practical side. Colonel Parker felt 
that there is no trade, business, or profession in wh±ch 
the mental or physical results of art, skill, study, do not 
essentially and practically assist. R~ading, writing, and 
and arithmetic are the tools of learning, but the educational 
r 
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value in art is learning itself. 
Colonel Parker had the loyal oooperation of his faoulty 
in oarrying out his ideas. So art was utilized in the teo.oh-
inf of mathematios. The oorrelation of art with soienoe and. 
mathematio~ led the pupils to do aoourate work in the man-
ual training room. Art was also a oontributing faotor in the 
stUdy of geography. 
~he value of field excursions had long befor~ bee~ 
I 
learned in Germany. 'ro the ohildren and student teaobers at 
the 6ook County Normal Sohool. 1 t was an innovation, e.J.ong 
with modes ot expression suoh as relief.' me.ps moCJ.el.s in sand, 
pu.tty, or ,plaster. 'rhe Chalk-Modeled Map, originated in 1891, 
by Miss ~· o. Heffl'on, was developed to ro.eet 09~onel Jilarker 's 
demand for the students to map the surfaoe oontou:rs of the 
continent. As this map was not patented but left for the use 
of all children, it is in use not only in :many sohools now, 
but is also used by other large organizations. 
The Projeot Method of to-day is an elaboration of Colonel 
Parker's theory of te~ohing history, for he believed that 
the study of other peoples should follow experiments made 
by the children who had used their own inventiveness.and 
politioal ouriosity to solve the problem presented. 1 
An extension of this correlation was the relationship 
formed between history and literature, so that the literature 
clarified the history of human emotions, aspirations, and 
deeds. ~he history, in turn, helped to explain the literature 
by formdng a baokground for it. In both the elementary and 
high sohool the industrial arts served to broaden the und.er-
l 
I. c. Heffron, F-rancis Wayland Parker, pages 88-90. 
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standing of both history and literature. A growing collect-
ion of objects of interest, historically and geographically, 
was of great value in the teaching o:f' all these subjects. 
As was"stated in the section dealing with the need of 
sel:r-expression, D;r. Dev·1ey' s opinion is that a relationship 
between art and the other subjects of study gives vit~lity to 
the art and richness to the other worl<:. He also says the. t 
tne art of the Bena.i~H!Iltloe was grfi4at, not beoaufil~ of it~;~ eep-
arp.t e atmo~J?here, but bflloause 1 t d..ev~ J.om~d fl'oiD. tb,e lll8Jl1J,al 
arts. All ~t is more tnan the ski~~ required to expre~s it; 
it involves a thol.+ght. 
sl).ows his agreement witll the corrala~1on at a:rrt with tne other 
subjects .• wnen he expresses the :qho~llt tnat the ~ubj eo'b 
matter of history and art serves to ~eveal the real ch~ld to 
us. 
Nevertheless his ideal of education through the study 
of industries is very evident when he says, that art 
is a living union of thought and the instrument of expression, 
This union is symbolized by saying that in the ideal school 
the art work might be considered to be that ot the shops, 
passed through the alembic of library and museum into actian 
again. 1 ·· 
HEALTH IS OF FIRST Ilv1PURT.ANCE 
Colonel Parker held that health is of prime importance 
to the child, and he endeavored to have his school b~ild an 
intelligent foundation in this respect. 
Health and cheerfulness were encouraged through musio 
and rhythm, which relaxes tense nerves and muscles. and pro-
1 
John Dewey, !!!_~ §.?P..o.o!_ an~~ Soc~.~.tz., page 104. 
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duces gracef1il movements in the chiltlren. Public opinion did · 
not allow the teaching of dancing in the school, bu.t cal-
isthenics ( rhythm:tc movements) were given an important place, 
o.long with pe.geants, mnrches and athleticfl, 
Under the guidance of their leader, Carl Kroh, the Assemb-
ly Hall became the social center of the school many times a d~:1.y. 
Everyone from Colonel J?arker and his older fe,cul ty members to 
the youngest pupil refreshed their bodies and spirit~ with 
wholesome eJt:ercise wh1gh was delightful and. stirnulat1ng~ 
We must make health an aim, as normal development ()annat. 
be ha.d, without vigor o.f the body • ~his a~.m for. ed~ata.t:l.on is 
part of J;lr. Dewey's theory, for he says thfl,t i;f.' we ha.ve rev .. 
erence for childnoofl, ou.r firSt specific rule is to make su;re 
of a healthy bodily development. There should be regard for 
indiv1dual differences among children, so that the children 
will leave school with a sou.11d body as the abode of a sound 
mind. 
MORAL EDUC .AT I ON 
Contrary to the prevailing opinion of the time that in-
tellectural development is distinct from moral training, Col" 
onel Parker b_elieved that all human action is determined by 
that limitations of the powers of mind, and every act has 
either a moral or an immoral tendency. Repetition of some 
act forms a habit which in turn moulds character. 
Foremost o:f the habits that should be acquired is that 
of self-controlo Until the child is able to reason for him-
self that something is right, he finds true happiness under 
&8 
the firm, reasonable will of another. The law that we learn 
to do by doing comes in here with full force. Knowledge ot 
right results from guiding the mind to discover the truth, 
which is without value except when expressed in ac-tion. A 
wrong tendency may be inborn, but by careful leading of.a 
repetition of good acts directly opposed to it, the child's 
beart may be turned to the right emotion. 
Absolutely essential is the req~irement that the teacher 
~ust be familiar with the chil..d and its nature.· ot:n~rwise 
the will of the teaohe;v will en·te;r.- with methods e.,nd ti®$.Ohing 
wlich will ~roduQe unh~althy mental ~ot~on, ~ruth snguld 
govern the will, and the chilltd be guideel, in llis discoveries 
of truth. 411 the knowledge and skill or a person 1~ manit~ 
ested in his character, and true character is recognized by 
all classes ot society. A mind, that is filled with truth and 
beauty, crowds out that which is ugly and cannot ~~imulate it 
to renewed action in tbat uiredGion. 
Working with the hands is one of the be;;;t means of mo;r:-al 
training. Hence the value of the kindergargen. F.ram real 
work in school, the child develops a motive that directs his 
life work. 1 
Dr. Dewey takes the stand that unless the learning aottuired 
afteots character, it is useless to think of the monal end 
as the culminating end of education. He admits that in ed-
ucational theory, i.t is well established that the building 
ot character is an important aim of school instruction. Dif-
erent schools identify morality with either the inner state 
l 
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of mind or with the outer acta. They fail to realize that 
all the aims and values desirable in education are themselves 
moral. Discipline, natural development, culture, and social 
efficiency are all moral traits. 
MOral education in school is practically impossible, if 
the supreme aim is the development of character witn_the hope 
that -it will be developed while the acquisition or ·knowledge 
and the development ot understanding are oonside~ed as having 
mothing to do with character. 
Pireot teaching ~evelops into le~sons aoqut ~orals, and 
its influenoe is dependent upon the degree of re8~rd held by 
the pupils :Cor the feel,.ings ot others. What is learned in an 
ocoupa~ion involving cooperation with others is moral know• 
ledge because it builds up a social interest. Morals are 
oonoe _;:-ned with the whole character, not merely- with a tew spec-
ified virtues. The separation of outer 'and inner motives is 
overcome where learning is acql,lired by continuous activities 
whioh have a social aim and where the school forms a miniature 
' ' . ' 
social coliU.lluni ty. Suoh education is interested in the cont·in-
uous readjustment whioh is essential to growth and the essen-
tial moral interest. 
To sum up Dr. Dewey's theory, it can probably best pe 
done by mentioning the emphasis he places upon life as growth, 
and education as the means which supplies the conditions in-
suring growth, regardless of age. In contrast to the tradi-
tional conception, that the school is a place where the pro-
cess of preparation takes place, it must be a place whioh 
realizes present possibilities, a place which shall be a 
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g~nuine form of community life instead of a plaoe set apart' 
to learn lessons. "Life is the great thing after all; the 
life of the child at its time and in its measure no less than 
the life ot the adult. The School is not a preparation for 
life. It is life." 
In I. c. Heffron's ~~anoia Wayland ~~R~§~, page ~~. is 
the following statement of Walter J, Kenyon, a graduate mem-
ber of the faou~ty; 
Colonel Parker's eduoo,tional theo:ry was the s:J,:mplest possible• 
It was the belief th~t in meeting iiJl~ned:t.ate .pepessity for im• 
mediate use lay the 'be:::;t preparation for the next step. HE!l 
said over and over again, 'If' today is good eno~h tomorrow 
will be better.' He proposed that tbe Qhild (loquire the thing 
he needed .now instead of som~thing l',l,e m~sht .need in a oonjeo-
tural future. 
SUMMARY 
Two fundamental principles permeated the work of both 
Colonel Parker and Dr, Dewey; £. Education through motor 
expression. 2. E~uoation through social participation. 
The f'or.mer was, however, the dominant note in Colonel 
Parker's work and the latter is the point most typical of' 
that of Dr. Dewey. Yet both maintained that superior train .. 
ing in expression results from making the school a cooper-
ative sooial situation. Also that training in motor expres-
sion should begin with orude attempts of the child based on 
his ordinary experiences, and connected with observation anl 
reasoning. 
Colonel Parker emphasized the necessity of the child's 
having a definite idea to express, and of the child also 
making the connection between the idea and its appropriate 
form of expression. He said ~hat expression helps thought; 
and thought is necessary for expression. 
He also emphasized the stimulating influence which is 
exerted in the child's thinking by his desire and effort to 
find an adequate expression for his ideas and emot:l.ons.. 
ae believed that the exercise or all the mode$ of ex-
pression is necessary for the harmonious development of the 
individual and the realization or the highest possibilities 
of charaotel.'. 'rhese lnodes ne nar.a.ed a.s gestur~, voice, speeoh, 
music, making, ·modeling, painting, drawing, and writin$• 
'fo him language was by far tl~e greateliJt producati,n ot 
thougb.t and expression. Ne~t to J.anguage h!l) plaoed th@ tool.IS 
and ,instruments man bas use~ through the ye~rs. 'l!his was 
. . 
followed by art products and construction or building. 
Speech and oral rending he considered as formE! of ex-
pression but he regarded silent read1ng as a matter of at-
tention• 
Dr. Dewey based his teachings on ·bhese principles; 
1. That the primary purpose of educatio.n is to train child-
ren to live in a ~utually helpful ¥J.81lner. 2. That th~ basis 
of primary activity is not in the application of external 
material gut is in the instinctive attitudes and activities 
of the child. 3. That it is through product ion and creative 
use that knowledge is secured. 
He says that the school cannot be a preparation for 
social life except as it reproduces typical conditions of 
social life. He provides for this by making the study of in-
dustries a fundamental factor in the elementary curriculm. 
CHAPT:ci:R V:t 
PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION 
I 
?2 
"When I enter~d the Cook County :Normal Sohool, it was 
my first glimpse of the new ed~oation. ~ully twenty--rive 
years ahead of his time, the inoompa.ra'ble leader ot: this 
movement had already set the pace in t:t~.:t.s school to wllioh 
the best schools of to-day are attaining.'' 
Florenoe c. Fox 
What is the relationship between the prinoiples worked 
out and put into praotioe by Colonel. l'?a:rk~r, and tho~e upon 
which the progressive rAoveme.nt il'l ad,uol:ltion :Ls l.>ein~ guided 
to-day. 
In the Mlddle Agem~ when books weri soaroe, th~ ~bility 
to memorize and retain ;f'acts oonst 1 tut eij a le.r~$ PEJ.;'t of the 
requirements tor seouring an eduoat1on. Sinoe the a~t of 
printing l:las placed so ~nany books, xnagaz;J.nes. and l:l'braries 
at every one's disposal, parents and educators are realiz-
ing the need of a diffe;rent type of education which will be 
adapted to modern needs. Frogressive education is a movement 
in response to this demand. It protests against old forms 
which are harsh to the child, and which place undue emphasis 
o,n the importance of the curriculum. It demands an all-rowld 
development of the child instead of merely a mental training .• 
~he items in the following list of ten principles given 
by Stanwood Cobb in ThJL New Leaven were 'contributed by thirty-
twa progressive educators, and represent their composite view 
of progressive education. The comparison of these principles 
with those of Colonel Parker shows how these progressive 
educators have been following and broadening the trail he so 
.. ,, 
1 
I 
I 
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courageously blazed in spite of great opposition. 
I. HEALTH JAUS1J.l COJv:l];. FIRST. 
It is the belief of progressive educators that means should 
be provided for the.BEST FOUNPATIVN OF HEALTH possib~e for 
every child, end that the en t ;Lre eohooJ. life should 'be 
adapted to his developing nervous system. ~his means more 
tban mere physical. examination and gYDmasium work. It means, 
building schools if possible, on the outskirts or the oity 
with a.bundeno:e of spaoe around them. It means J.onger re-
cesses, .movable seats, smaller classes, more freedom ot move-
ment in the classroom, abundant handwo~k and motor-activity 
of different kinds to balanoe the headwork, an4 ~lose coopera-
tion between the school. and the home. :aenind this lies the 
aim ot balanced development or the child •. l 
Although the achievements of Colonel Parker along. health 
lines were not as definite as is possible now, yet he :Celt 
k,eenly that good health was the first need of the child when 
he said, "Make the s.~chool buiJ.d an INT:W.l.!LIGEN'l.' li'OUNDA'lli VN OF 
HEALTH." His aim too, was the lw.rmoniou~ development of the 
wllole bei.ng•l:>ody, soul and mind. l?Ubl:I.O gpin:lon prevented 
dancing• but rhythmic ~veme~ts called CAlisthen1os, mArches, 
and athletics were used, as a means of chavelopmEU'lt. 14\\oll to 
the consternation of the conservatives, treed®). u,nhee.;t,td of 
at tht time was allowed in the classroom. F. Q, :Fox, in 
giving her impressions as a studnet teaoller at Cook County 
Normal School recalls the presence o:r the "fads"--modeling 
in clay, binding of books, type-setting and printing. basketry, 
cooking, wood working, and cardboard sloyd tro~ Sweden. 2 
This aoti vi ty on the part of. the child he realize.d as a 
necessary part in the balanced development of the child. 
This selt-aoti vi ty was included in all the academic work of 
the school~ and the resulting happiness of both teachers a..rui:l 
pupils was characteristic of the classrooms of his schools .. 
II. LEARNING COiviES FROM: DOING: LET THE HANDS AID THE BRAIN. 
Stanwood. Cobb names the following seven motives for in-
troducing handwork into education, all of which are in har-
mony with the practi oes of Qolone 1 Parker. 
l 
Rugg and Shuma~r. ~Child Centered School, pages 303-307. 
Stanwood Cobb, ~New Leaven, pages 2?-42. 
2 
F. C. Fox, "Personal Glimpses of Colonel Parker,'*Progressi,ve 
Education, 9:59-61.. January 1932. 
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~. Work with the hands in the natural expression of the in-
telligence of young children. 
2. It furnishes a he~lthy balance to brain-work of a sed-
entary nature. Children are motor-aotive. 
3. In handwork, more than in abstract thinking, it is 
easy for the child to be creative 
4. :Sen dwork is an important means o:t: aid to ~u~;rtain child-
ren :ro~ the prevent.i,on of the rise of an interiority 
complex. 
5. Abundant handwork helps to discover ~ptit~~es in the 
child. 
6. :Handwork is of value in deve~opi.ng in o.hil.dren :manual. 
s.kills which will remain usetul and enjoyal:>le through ... 
out. life. 
7. One of the most illlportant advantages is to teach the 
dignity and worthwhileness of manual labor, in order 
to develop a sympathetic understanding of the classes 
of society., 
~hese are based on the desire to provide the proper 
proportion of handwork to brainwork to prevent the develop-
ment ot mediocrity, and in its i-llaoe to develop a balanced 
personality. 
Co~onel Parker believed that to imagine the unseen 
that which can be seen must be clear~y pictured in the mind. 
So from the time the child first entered school he was given 
sanething to do. Objects were dealt with until the mental 
picture could readily be formed. This was used in all the ao-
ademic work throughout. the grades. His teachers were thus 
able to note the presence or laek of such qualities as cour-
age, neatness, initiative, or any specie.~ aptitudes of the 
ollild. 
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He constantly iterated that a ohild•~ eduation must. be act-
tive, and i'or this reason wished to do away with all screw-
ed-down furniture in the school. In 1883 be established 
what he believed to be the first wor~shop in connection with 
the elementary school. 1 · 
':Co Colonel Parker there were neithe:t' high nor low, rich 
nor poor, but in his school all were ohil.dren t oget.ne r end 
the work of each was to be for the oolu.mon good of all• 
III. T~ CLASSROOM SHVULP BE lffi].;ED JfROiJ~ tJNNATTJRAI.. RE-
STRAINTS .AN:P EXT ;ERI OB C OMJ?ULS:t uNS TRANSJrO flivJ:Il)II IN'I'O 
INTERIOR COMPULSIONS. 
' 
~regressive education manifest$ the spirit of democratic 
freedom in every activity of the sobool life. ~hi$ means a 
freedom in matters of discipline (with loyalty to the school), 
and freedom of body, mind, and spirit. This freedom oharaoter~ 
izes, also, the attitude of the child toward the teacher who 
becomes a guide and companion of the ohild. ~ts presence is 
very evident in the faces of the pupils and in their atti-
tudes. 
Every child wants to know a multitude of things that he 
does not know. It is because he has been hedged in by exter-
nal demands in the past that this desire has been changed 
into passivity of attitude in the schoolroom. What the child 
needs is to be allowed to. release his individual ore at i ve 
l 
I. c. Heffron, Francis Wayland Parker, pages 35. 49. 
tf 
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energies and oapaci ties, tha. t he might discover for himself 
the meaning of work, the world of nature, and of hulilan re la-
tions. This means that he must be free to have time to think. 
Cobb says. 
The chi~d develops into ideal maturity through self-unfold-
ment modified by the s1,1gge..,tion of enviromuent, partly aon-
scious and partly unconscious. ln that env:Lro!Uil.ent the 
teacher and the parent play a very. important pa,rt .. 1 
This freedom m~ns a release tram a mechanical ~outine, 
with time to thin~, express, and create, f~eed~ to qiffer 
trom the tea,cher and otll.e r authorities in order to apt. a long 
the lines o:t' one's genius, and freedom to talk 'l:io th~ other 
ohildren. 'Ehis its necessary tor the int.elligent growth or 
the mind and of the moral natux•e of the child. 
Oolonel Parker's mission :Ln lite was the freeing o:t' hu• 
:manity, and he saw the democra. tic form of government as the 
hope for this. Education was the means of aaquiring this 
freedom with the common school as an embryonic democracy. 
In his system the harmonious growth of the wl1ole betnr;--
body t soul, and spiri t-..:.was aimed for. ·He courageously. set 
aside the old routine of memorizing from text-books Wld in-
sisted that his teachers lead· the children to become self-
aoti ve and free. Books were used to enlarge and supplement 
the knowledge and experience of the child. He pennitted just 
enough noise in the schoolroom to assist eaoll. and all to do 
their best work. ~he children assisted ~11oh '"other, and the 
teaohe~ was to guide and care for the development of all. 2 
This arose from his belief that if the human being is to at-
1 
Stanwood Oobb, The New Leaven, page 69. 
2 --
I. c •. Heffron • Francis Wayland Parker, page 57. "The sohool 
was a place t.o work, where the child should learn to do by 
doing. In other words the impulse to do a thing made of the 
child a seeker after knowledge--the knowledge he required in 
order to do the work." 
·~ . 
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tain freedom he must choose for himself. 'rhi.s did not mean 
that the children should be undisciplined and lawless, but 
tather that their environment and experience should be rich 
and stimulating. Thu$ he felt they would be betti;!r prepared 
to meet the needs of an ever-changing society. 
IV. ADAPT EDUCATION TO THE DIFFERENCES OF TIUC INDIVIDUAL 
CHILD 
Progressive educators believe th.at educationally child-
ren need individ,ual tr~a tment just as muoll as t;b.ey qo !'rom 
a medical standpoint. So in progressive schoQls routine and 
Ulllllot:Lvat,ed drill are d;Lsplaced by methods wh:J,.oh caJ.l.t'orth 
1nterest and special ta;l.ents that are utilized tor tbe 
oenetit of the while sQhool. ~o develop tully oAildren must 
study independently, end enaounter situations wnioh will 
oause them to work to tl:.l.eir utmost oapaoi ty. Bet' ore they can 
do this they must learn :Q.ow to etudy• how to ume the library, 
and how to do research work:. .i.'very type o:t' normal Qhild, oan 
be s:uocessi'ull.y developed in the sama group • eaol:l child con-
tributing acoording to his capaoi ty. 'l?.he children e:t'e enoour• 
aged to work and study together. Tb,e traditional :r.-eoitation 
is abandoned largely tor group projeats which do give· op-
portunity !'or expression to various abilities. When text-
book lessons are assigned the lesson becornes an informal dis-
cussion where all are encouraged to ask questions or in other 
ways to take part. Progressive educators believe that God 
made geniuses, average-minded. and slow-minded persons to 
mingle together in school as they do elsewhere like plants 
which live in the same soil and air but select and use the 
nourishment for different purposes. l · · 
The curriculum is made subservient to the child and the child 
gains what is impossible to b,e gained from mere know l~dge. 2 
T.~is principle might be considered the keynote of Col-
·, 
onel Parker • s radical ohanges in the sohool systems under his; 
control. His great love and understanding of children caused 
1 
2 
Stanwood Cobb, .!rut~ Leaven,. pages 94,110. 
Stanwood Cobb, The ~ k@aven, page 104. "What the child 
needs is opportunity to express its uvm nature, and to 
~earn how to use its will for some achievement which is 
self-desired. For will is commensurate with desire." 
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.him to see them to be of greater importance than knowledge· 
of subject matter. His method was the quality method 
rather th.an the quantity lO.(;)thod and he abolished the old 
routine and the standardized currioulwm. ~he ~nual train-
ing department, the library, art, and .nature exoursions were 
provided to develop individual aohievment which was to be 
used for the good of the whole group. '.rhe six hundred per-
sons at the Cook O.o\lllty Normal Sohool were one large tan-
ily with ,no law save the !'ami ly rule of "eaoh to:r aJ.l,". 
Colonel Par~er belill)yed that nothing stood oetw~en :Ulle in-
dividual and success but personal eftort. ~he ohil~en 
were promoted by mental growth.inste~d of by a 1tandard 
o~side themselves. His plan wa~ to secure vol.up,tary in-
dividual servioe of a type whioh would reaot to the best 
growth of the individual, 'I'he work ot the teaoher was to 
.supply the conditions .necessary for educative salt etfort. 
Underlying this was the ~deal tllat what each contributed 
aooording to his oapaoity was for the general pleasure or 
enlightement of the whole group. 
' So Teachers were expedted to give whatever guidance was 
necessary for individual aohievment, but this aohiev-
ment was also to be ised for the benefit of group under-
takings. 1 
Twenty years of experiments have shown progressive 
educators that the average ohild if properly encouraged 
and guided is capable of self direction and repansibility. 
Colonel Parker declared there was no suoh thing as a bad 
or lazy ohild. The environment might be bad or a child 
1 
I. C. Heffron, IFranc.is Wayland Parker, page 57. 
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· might be unfortunate in ~is heredity, but normally the 
ohild might be unfortunate in his heredity, but normally 
the ohild was an _active being with an natural ouriosity 
whioh if p~operly guided would develop the individual and 
prevent his loss in the mass of humanity. MOre than a 
nor.ma~number of handicapped children were in the $Ohool 
beoause .of his growing reputation tn{!lt these people were 
understood and later released. 
"Both he and the progressive ed~oators o:C today agree 
that many children Wh(J seem indifferent or ll\Oking ir.t 
application are so beoause of' laok ot' c.lesir~ i;oward their 
work. This ocours under the rote system when infor~tion 
is do'led out en lVIosse. When individ\lal nee<1,3 and :t.ncl1na ... 
tions are given the opportunity for expression ang problems 
are provided to stimulate interest, this attitude dis-
appears. it l 
V. GROUP-CONSCIOUSNESS AND SOCIAL-MINDEDNESS SHOULD BE Db• 
VELOPED IN CHILDREN: SOCIAL ADJUSTlVlENT AND CHARACTER 
TRAINING ARE AS IMPORTANT AS ACADEMIC PROGRESS. 
Colonel Parker believed that the social faotor in sohool 
life stood higher than the sub jeots of' learning, the 
methods of teaohing, or the teaoher himself', and that 
what the children lea me d from. e aoh other in work and play 
was the highest that could be learned. It was a revelat-
ion to many of his time to see the sohool as a unit, yet 
working in groups at different lines of work, far the 
good of the whQle. He realized that the system of' oom-
peti tive marks and prizes was a system of oultivatiog 
self consciousness, and so he would not even let a pupil 
work for the honor of belmnging to a higher group. When 
the environment oould not satisfy the ohild's desire for 
knowlegge and the ohild thought he could do more work than 
1 
Stanwood Cobb, ~New Leaven • page ~05. 
• ,.,~ 
he was doing, he found himself a member of a higher group 
or grade. 1 
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In progressive solwols an effort is made to overoome the 
tendenoy to over indi v:L.dualism, egotism, or selt';ishness by 
le8ding this personal ambition into group activity and group 
aohievment. The -aim is not for the individual to sacrifice 
some of its own oapaoity for aohievment tor the sake of the 
others, but rather to share its knowledge, so that through 
cooperation and consultation a larger and better plan shall 
:r;"esul.t.. All take part in sports and an endeavor is ~de to 
permeate the academia wqrk wi tll tb.1~ slJiri t through ~roup 
projects and oonferenoee. Fol' instance, in geog~aphy e.. sorap 
book :may be made whioh will be the expression or the ability 
of' the 'class as a whole. The use or plays also serves this 
purpose. 
In. order to develop this spirit Colonel Parker brought the 
whole Normal Sohool together daily where eaoh child brought 
the results of his observations and studies, or the musio, 
art, or literature which wo'delighted him, that he wanted 
to share it with his schoolmates. Every cla~s was responsible 
for a definite number of programs eaoh year. ~he children 
learned that they' were to tell for the information of all 
what they had learned individually as a grade. If, as they 
rose from their seat to speak, the little ones oould not 
be heard by all, they simply stepped up onto their ohairs. 
No selt-oonsoiousness was developed because no applause was 
permitted. 2 · 
In progressive schools an effort is made to overcome 
the tendency to over individualism, egotism, or selfishness. 
l. 
F. w. Parker, Talk,s .QQ. Pedagogics, pages 337-340,. and 421. 
I. C. Heffron, ~anois Wayland Parker page 50,55. 
F. W. Parker, Talks on Teaching, page 115. 
F. G. Cooke, Colonel~ancis w. Parker and His Influence 
Upon Education, P:rogress ive Education, December 1937, page 438. 
2 
I. C. Hef1'ron, Francis Wayland Parker, pages 66,67 
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Sinoe progressive education aims at the complete devel-
opment of the child, it holds itself responsible for the train-
ing of character as well as mental training. In order to de-
velop a responsible, self-reliant character the child must 
be given the opportunities to practice t.be traits wb.:l.oh 
develop oharaoter. How else can these qualities be developed 
except 1n a social group. The school must be made a place 
where opportunity is given tor oharaoter-.maktng deo~sions and 
tlle development ot the character making virtues of hono:r:, 
oQurage, sincerity, ael.f-relianoe, ;i.nit~ative, Pr l,fUJt4erf4lllip. 
So in progressive s.onools the develop~ent of pe~$an~l1ty has 
p;oeoede.noe over ourrioulwn., and oharaote;r is rate4 before 
knowledge. 
Gertrude Hartman saY$ the future of ~ooiety depends up-
an the sooializat ion of the schools, with the hope of creat-
ing a society capable of directing social changes instead or 
,being overshebned by them. 
ln Colonel Parker's scheme of things too, the development at 
character of every child had to be the chief aim of every 
teacher, with subject matter being only contributory to this 
end~ He foresaw new discoveries were imminent which would 
make a future far in advance of the rapidly changing world 
of their time; and he believed that the children should ques-
tion and learn to adjust themselves with success to the ever-
changing conditions of society. He wanted them to meet life 
as a challenge rather than as an author! ty to be followed and 
obeyed. 1 · 
VI. THE CHILD SHOULD HAVE ABUNDANT OPPORTUNITY FOR CREATIVE 
EXPRESS ION. 
'Progressive education says education should be a natural 
un:folding o:r the powers and pot en tiali ties of the child. 
1 
F. J. Gocke, Colonel. w. Parker and His Influence Upon Educat-
ion, Progressive Education, December 1~37, pages 582,588. 
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Colonel Parker said, "If I should tell the secret or my 
life, it is the intense desire I have to see growth and im-
provement in all living thine; s, and most or all in hura.an bef!t 
ings. I think that· is the whole secret ot my enthusiasm and 
study--if .t11ere be any secret to i t- .... my intense desire to see 
mind and soul grow, to provide them with proper conditions 
tor growth--for that is the best thing one 9erson can do for 
another." 
Acting on the be1~er that parents ~nd schpg~s c~not 
create talent but can suppress or deve~op it, ~bQ new types 
of of schools are arranging their programs to e~Qour~~ its 
develo~ment~ They are roousing their attention on the opport-
unity p,rovided by the oreative energy of the cn:J.ld for an 
awakentng of his individual selfhood. Through its inspirat .... 
ion new desires and new satisfactions arise, and onaracter 
emerges. This creative desire naturally expresses itself in 
handwork and orafts. Abundant equipment and opportunity for 
expression are provided in the arts of modeling, painting, 
musio, poetry, drama, and rhythmics. 
In Colonel Parker's school the children dealt with 
things to do throushtout the course. The Project Method of 
teaching was in use throughout the school. He claimed the 
only way to grow was through Sfforts at self-expression, and 
named the modes of expression as modeling, painting, drawing, 
gesture, voice, speech, music, making, and writing. Plays: 
were written and acted by the children, simple melodic themes 
were composed, and in all the other subjects the same oppor-
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t'uni ty was provided for crea ·lii ve self-e::cpressi on, which led. 
to the development of menta.L and moral power. 
carleton Washburne's vision of school life is most cer-
talntly echoing the feeling of C~lonel Parker when he express-
es the use of the school as a place "'where the life ene:rgies 
of the children may be liberated and where tneir souls may 
grow to. their fulness in freedorn. 11 
n:n:. ENABLE 'rHE CHILD TO AC'-iUlR.ti; THHQ UGH OOH':PRO;L OF THE 
.TOOLS OF LE!~HNI l~G R;-~TllER THAN MEREl,iY r.co ACQUIHE FAO!DS • 
'!b.is principle was .f'ormu1a1.ied from the b~lief that edu,. 
Qation is not a p:rooeap of aoqt;~.irine; factf<J, bt,l.t is 1;1. process 
of acquiring powers, s¥:i1ls, nnd mli\stery of tne tools of 
learning. 
As bas been stated before, when hooks were soaroe, 
scholarship depended largely on the ability to memorize and 
:retain facts. With the present vast resources of books, mag-
I 
azines and libraries it is necessary only to know where to go 
to find the knowledge needed. Yet where emphasis is placed on 
the curriculum a..t the expense of the child, too little time 
is a.J.lowed for thought in the limited period for recitation~ 
'l!he need is for the home and the school to form a rich ex .. 
perience in daily living for the child. Be should learn to 
sing, dance, cook, sew, paint, model, and construct as well 
as to read, write, spell, and cipher, so that he may learn 
to think clearly, and that he may retain his natural curios-
ity and desire for information. 
This, progressive schools are endeavoring to do. The 
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children are surrounded with interesting books and attract~ 
ive looking encyclopaedias through which the majority ~arn to 
make research and bring back material in available form tor 
their requirements. This proves of great value is almost 
every line of activity. Desire is created first and the 
necessary drills follow. 
In the practices introduced by Colonel F~rker, he 1nade 
a practical application ot th.exn :Prino iple. ot Oomenius: Learn 
to do by doing. :ae became oonv:l.nced that a ohild could le~rn 
to read end write as he le~rned to t6l.lk under tb.e :l.mm,ediate 
spur or finding out something he wanted to know, tell, or 
hear. So the child was given sometn1ng to do or handle as 
soon· as. he entered school in order to arouse h,:Ls ipterest 
and desire for self ... ef:t'ort in acqui;cing the information he 
wanted to ·know. This would be a process of growth e..nd not 
merely one of word-getting. ThroUgh this means o:f' approach 
I 
he made school life one of'happiness for the children anq 
teachers. 
VIII. INTRODUCE INTO AOADEMIO WORK THE l~THOD OF CR~ATIVE 
EXPR.ESSION, SO THAT EDUCATI~N ~HALL BE JOYOUS. 
T.he theory that the use of text~books for, rote learning 
built a barrier between the teacher and the pupils was suf-
ficient alone to brand Colonel Parker as a rebel and expose 
him to attacks of his enemies. In spite of discarding the 
old text-bbokst more books were required for use in the 
school t,han formerly on account of the collection of more 
than ten thousand books in the school library which was a 
- . 
room for research and ore at ive thinking. ~~~he Pr:ojeot Method'' 
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.was in use throughout the school, as was the free creative 
expression of art correlated with the other academic subjects. 
{See Chapter IV) To him the surface test of the quality of 
learning in a school was that of the genuine happiness which 
it expressed. fo::t' to him the best work was impoasi ble without 
happiness. He ree.lized that ·in the free expres$;Lon of thought 
on the part of' the child there was continual ;pleasure. 
Following in llis footsteps as an e~boration ot: his the-
ory :t,s the popular use of' the l?roject .. Method wn~oh :f.ta now so 
popular among progressive eduoato;t•s.· The proj~9t i~ an ac-
tivity ohosen by the child as an expression o:f' :Lts own needs 
and desired. Of greater value is tbe project wl'!.en :l.t be-
comes a group activity which transtorrus the school or room 
into a place of' healthful vigor. The children are interested 
in doing something which demands thinking and learn:i.Pg 
naturally results. The expression o:f' happiness on the faces 
of the children is noted by all visitors at these schools. 
In most schools the projects are used to energi~e and 
transform the n ture of the academia work which is connected 
with real life needs. They are applied to all subjects of 
the curriculum and the necessary drill accompanies them. 
Progressive education has shown that the natural ouri-
osi ty and desire for infor:rne. ti on can be kept alive up to 
and through adolescence, with the children feeling that 
school is a place of joyous opportunity in place of one of 
drudgery. 
IX. ABOLISH THE TYRANNY OF MARES AND EXAMINATIONS. 
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The OOf!lpet:t.ttve rnarkl~c system is apt to rn·oduce in 
brilliant children self-consciousness, conceit, and selfish-
ness, and in the slow-minded a sense of failure, of inferior-
ity, and injustice. Under the formal recitation rnet~od the 
slow-mj.nded child is governed. b;Y" :f'enr \'.'hich finally };>reduces 
unsholesome effecto :ln the chl.ld 1 s :ps~rohio nature, F.l.nd per-· 
haps in his physical hef.l.l th. 
In pro6ressive $Qhools th~ form~l ~eoitation is desaarded, 
and in its place are activities, projects, research work, 
and reports. Inforrnnl confe'renr:.HlJs form the lessons when te:x:t· 
book 1NOrk is assigned, and the rnr-~.tter o:f mA.r)ts ~s entirely 
ellmina.ted from the min.ds of the oh:l.ldren. Quf~stion~ are en-
c ourag·ecl and due time is given for the ;tr cons idera tinn so as 
not to cripple the investir,-"Lting and creative powers of the 
pupils •. The sociali7.ed recitation, in which the .PUp~.ls in 
turn conduct the recitation, excites the interest and earnest 
' participation of the whj.le claBs if used sparingly. During 
this form of recit.rJ,tion the actual teacher must see that D.ny 
incorrect or unclear impressions ~~,re correct€ld. 
Realizing the importan.ce of health, progressive educat-
ors greatly regret the tyranny of the E::X9.'nin~tion and mark:tng 
system because of its injurtous effects upon the psychology 
and health of the child. Sentiment strongly opposed to the 
system was shown at the Convention of the Progressive Educa-
tion ~ssocintion at Cleveland in 1927. This system is entire~ 
ly opposed to the principle of freedom for nA-tural growth and 
self-ex_pression as the me~ms of developrn.Pnt. Marks and A.ll 
0 ther reward and J)"!'nishmen.t method of valuing academic work 
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set up external motives for achievement :r.8.ther than ti.c idee,l · 
motive of desire for self-expression which is natural to the 
child, 
In his Tnlks E.,!l Teaching, TaJ.k XXIII, Colonel Parker 
showed how strongly he opposed this system, He claimed that 
·examinations as a :r.-u.le merely tested. the pupil' a power of 
memorizing disconnected facts • E.md that bV watching the child* s 
mental growtb through o~al and written re~ding, dr~w1ng, ~nd 
all other modes o:f expression, the teacher could serve as th~ 
best judge of his ability to do the work of the next grade, 
He would never have the pupil work for· reward or credit• or 
not even for the seemine; honor of 'belong:tng to ~. hie;her group, 
Rather his thought Wl'!.s to l.~ave them so interen·bed ill, their 
school activities, that the interest and rower aroused by 
these factors would be the iropelling influences to effort. 
!f the interest led to grefl.ter interest till the environ-
ment could not satisfy, that' child found himself introduced 
into. a higher grade or room e.s we,nting to try the work there. 
The children were taught that they could e,nd did promote 
themselves, amd that nothing stood between an individual and 
success but :personal effort, 
The nervous strain on the child due to marks and exam-
inations is realized by e,ll educators, a.long with their rea-
lization that children need. to be led. gently from god to 
better achievement or from poor to good. They know how to 
difficult it is to mark by :percents when different teachers 
will :pla.ce so great a difference in valuation on the same 
•·.1 •I 
piece or work. Then' shA.ll they be marlced for technical :per-
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feation or for creative ideas. 
Progressive education values the child as a whole and 
not as an intellect only, so many teachers prefer to pass a 
child on if at all possible. A auocesstul method is the 
Winnetka Method of Carlton Washburne in which there 1~ an in• 
dividual method of instruction with only a steady and oontin-
ous progress according to the individual pace of each student. 
~. TEE TEACHER SHOULD BE A LEADER .AND GUIDE, NOT A 'r.ASEJ.viASTB:Et. 
This principle means that the teacher .should be of the 
artistic rather than or the bureauorat~o temper~ent. Colonel 
Parker believed that the living teacher was or more import-
ance than any rule, system, or ~uethod. ae demanded teachers 
;Lnspired by the t:j;'uth they relt, and with some :t,nsig:Q.t into 
the marvellous possibil1 ties ot the su,bjf;:ct they were going to 
teach. I. c. Heffron. in ~pais Way]:.e.[l£!. Parker; page 102, 
gives proof of this when sh.a writes: 
In test·ing prospective teachers he· never askeQ. "What can you 
do. How much do you know. '1 · -- but, "What are you." Those 
whom he found with spiritual insight, he considered better 
equipped to meet the demands of the unfolding child, than 
others with greater knowledge and experience in teaching, but 
lacking this essential. Ideally, however, he desired that they 
have both spiritual insight and knowledge gained through ex-
perience and professional training. 
His teach.ers were 'artist teaohers• and Ciirected the child's 
activities and inspired them to create beauty in all its 
forms. 
Because progressive teachers are sympathetic and under-
standing, they are comrades to their pupils,. and helpers to 
them in attaining to their highest intellectual, moral, m d 
spiritual destiny. As such they guide the children to be their 
best selves and the children in progressive schools are un-
afraid,·sinaere, and spontaneious. They encourage the children 
to express their opinions, and pay respect to them as this is 
an important factor in development through salt-expression 
and cre.:,tiveness. They do not resent individuality and power 
in the chil~. Tnus t4~ progreseive school te~oher becomesan 
~rtist and her work an art as well a~ a scienoe. ~he assumes 
direction only when ne~essary, ever ~emem~ering tne new edu-
cational spirit that tlle cll;l.ld is a spiritual being with his 
.... growth and development the ideal acc'o.l~ding to his· own indiv-
idual:I.ty. 
SUMMA.RY 
'ro comprehend the significance of the Pl"ogress :l.'ve schools 
of to-day, it is necese, .. ,ry to understand the attem,t>ts of the 
creative artist to break through 'the thick crust of imit~­
ion, superficiality, and commercialism•. which overlaid the 
arts almost throughout the first three centuries of indust-
rialism. 
With the approximate completion of physical exploitation· 
in Europe and America, the creative mind, with its philosophy 
of self-expression, began to evolve in the minds of a few 
educational leaders on both continents. Emphasis beganto be 
placed on the importance of self instead of conformity and 
uniformity, and on technique as a means rather than as a mas-
terful end. 
The pioneer o, f the movement in America was Colonel Fran-
cis Parker (1837-1902), who for twenty years was a popular 
speaker at great educational gatherings in the United States. 
H~s messages aroused the interest of other educational re-
formers and aroused them to a sense of their own responsi b-
ility in bringing the reforms about. 
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Although some of his principles had only a fe~bl.e begin-
ning in practice during his life, they have been oarried for-
ward and incorporated ·into the educational life of the new 
school. This transformation which has gone steadily forward, 
has beoome the progressive eduoation movement of today, and is 
the out.growth of his ini tiel reform in eduoat ;i,onal. procedure. 
The new school has become· a place for wo*'iting instead 
of listening. '.Chat is, education is to Q.raw out tlle possib:l.lit-
:Les from within the child, i~stena of irn:p.osin~ frotQ. without, 
and the, theme of the vocabulary of the new scl;!.ool is individual-
ity, personality, and experience as opposed t9 uni:Cormity, 
and passivity. 
The personally felt needs and interests of the child, 
and adult insight concerning bis future life determine what 
takes place in ·the school. The organization of the curriculum 
has been based on four chief impulses: the social instinct 
. '- . 
of the children, the instinct of making, the constructive 
impulse, and the expressive instinct which comprises the art. 
instinct and the impulse toward inquiry or finding out things. 
'l!he all~round growth of the child, physical, men·tal, and 
moral has become the real aim of education. ~his is opposed 
to that of merely intellectural training in the old school of 
thought. Tolerant understanding and creative expression are 
the foci of the new education. This has evolved from the soc-
xal transformation beginning in the nineteenth century when 
nations began to becorne interdependent. 
The essential elements ot this philosophy are selt-ac-
tuated work, freedom with responsibilityk real eAperienoe with 
actual material, opportunity tor varied expression, emphasis 
upon the individual, and yet recogniation that the individual 
grows only e,s a mernber of the soo:i.e~l group. 
The t'irst essential is fret=~dom, :a~noe th~ ;revolution in 
school environment and turniture w;it[l its informal e,.'!lmosphere, 
!ilnd abundance of handwork to balance the headwork. 'JJhis .·1$ 
with the realization that health is. uf' ;first consideration, 
~nd the sum total will be happiness. 
. This new freedom is based on the reorientation at: the 
entire school around the child, and the beli~f that the abil-
ity to govern one's self grows only through the practice of 
self-government. Hence we see child initiative as opposed 
to the former idea o1~ teach'er initiative. In this child-
centered school the pupils are not pass~ve, but are alive, 
active, inventing, organizing, contributing original ideas, 
and carrying out enterprises. .Again, in the old school art 
was imposed; in the new school it is permitted and enoour-
aged so that through self-expression the desire or will to 
learn will be developed and that this will lead to greater 
desire •. By building into his previous experiences new recon-
structions of meanings, feelings, perspectives, and skills, 
does the individual grow. Self-expression comes through var-
ious forms--writing, speech, music, rhytlun, drama, poetry, 
9.2 
painting, handwork, and art crafts. 
Under the old system a i'alse notion of intli viduali ty-
was built up. This was the idea that superiority could be 
asserted only through personal competition, and was often 
used at the cost of suooessful social living. The new school 
encourages activities in which the individual can make a 
personal contribution to group enterprises. and he is taught 
that the :f'l.tlfillment of his personality is be s:t e.tfti.ained as 
' ' 
one who exp;resse$ himse;L!' most suooess~u.lly t;J.nq a(}.~que,tely 
with othe~s and towar4 others. 
Atter these year13 of experimQt.ttation p:rogp~;;~~ve educators 
are firmly convinced of the soundness o:f' their ~oipt of view, 
and th~Y look to it as the true safeguard of delil09+'aoy. 
r 
CHAPTER Vll 
SUlviMARY. 
"Colonel Francis Wayland Fe.rker, the great apostle of 
primary education, passed away :March 2, at Pass Christian, 
Mississippi. No man in this country has r·endered greater 
service to the ohildren at school. His heroic f.ight for · · 
greater freedom and happiness worked a co1uplete tra.nsforma tion 
in the methods of teaching. So radioal was the chanse that 
it e;mounted almost t9 a ],?evolution, e.nd it has ·been fitly 
termed the NEW education. And a new education it was--new 
as is the spring that beams upon natu:z.·e after th,e storms 
and dar.kness and ster,nness and d.i'eariness of winter." 
Periodically he averred that his methods were not new~~that 
he was only applying practically the prinaiples of Froebel 
and Pestalozzi. Nearly everyone agreed \"11th these theories 
but when it became evident that there was a dissimilarity 
\ 
in practice, stern opposition arose. 
His work was distinctly American, along wi~h his train-
ing. His zeal and courage enabled him to put into actual pr-
actice ideals which other men had been unable to do, He be-
lieved that the salvation of the human race was through free 
government, and the motive which permeated his teaching was 
to prepare people for the responsibilitfues of free govern-
ment. 
With his mind electrified during the period he served 
in the Civil War, he found it impossible to teach in the 
old, routine way upon his return. -Facts were alive to him 
----·------------------
' 
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,and he passed this spirit on to his pupils in Dayton, Ohio, · 
where he taught in 1868. 
Parents, who could not understand, and teachers on his 
staff, who were reluctant to give up tthe good old way•, 
opposed him vigorously, The Board ot Eduaation answered 
this by appointing him principal of the first normal train-
ing school in Dayton, an~ later by making him assistant sup-
erintendent of schools. 
At this t irue the teachers mer~ly •neard reci tat:l.ons' 
and relied entirely on text ... bool~s. 'rhe t:l.r~t ;r.>ecoe;nition 
or his power oe,me with the att®ropt crf the ~~1@ti.n~ !iChool. 
book companies to oru~n him. At tbe same t~~@ he was f'ee:L• 
ing t.he need ot' helpful books :t:ol" himself. »eing muoh in .. 
tluenoed by the lif0 of Horace Mann, he too went to Germany 
to study. ':rhere he wondered if his critics might be right, 
and as characteristic of him, he worked with the intensity 
or conviction, yet re-examined the grounds on whioh his conw 
viction rested. 
The Quinoy school board felt that all was not as it 
might be with their schools, and upon his return from Ger ... 
many elected him as superintendent of their schoo~s, and 
gave him a free hand. The set program was disoarq~d and 
teachers and pupils had to learn to think and then apply· 
these powers to the required subjects, whioh were few. Upon 
graduation the children were to be able to read well at 
sight, to write correctly and make the calculations necessary 
in ordinary business transact~ons, to know the leading 
·······-··--·------~--=-= ......... =;;..;;;;:;=·· -·~ 
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events in history and be familiar with geography in a practical 
way, and to have their faculties trained to acquire knowledge 
later on. The plan succeeded even beyond the dreams of the 
school board, and inquiring, teachers came from all parts of 
the country. 
Eagerly he accepted the prinoipalship of the Oook County 
Normal Sohool as he relt the educational be.ttle1'1ald was to 
'be in Chicago, and he. planned to make it a truly profession ... 
al sonool with none better in the oountry, M~oh opposition 
arose, when in 16815 he demanded that only thof;le w;l.t)J. h;l,gh 
' school standing be admitted to the nomne.l school, filld wl~en 
he began to displace certain of the teachers, I When he went 
to the Chicago Institute he took along with him twenty teaoh• 
ers who had learned to see that his id~als were theirs. 
Seldom has it been given a nwn to see his ideal of work 
so nearly realized, This ideal was that of character build-
ing as the true aim of eduoation, in contrast to t)J.e hither~ 
to false aim of knowledge getting. As one studies his life 
he realizes that as his abilities increased his opportunities 
did likewise. It induced many to live up to ideals whose 
enthusiasm would not have been aroused except for his struegle~. 
He was convinced that obaracter can be formed only in freedom 
and declared that education should be for citizenship, •tlat 
the school should be an ideal community, and that every child, 
should, to the best of his ability, exercise the functivns 
of citizenship.' 
1 
F. W. Parker, T~~~~ T~aching, A Biographical Sketch 
pages 15-18. 
-----·-------------------------·-------·-·-·-
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Under the old regime, the tE:st of the school seemed ot-
ten to be the rigidity with which happiness was excluded, 
with corporal punishment the principal means of enforcing 
the will Of the t eacber. Under Colonel Parker' the teachers 
strove to lay a joyous foundation tor still greater happi-
ness in 'later life, Others had theor:l.zed and tl;l..lked and 
written about the mission of the t.;;acher, Oolonel Parker 
acted. With his rel!lOVal of the text .... book, teaching skill had 
to become the substitution for it. This was an aoAievment of 
this E;~ndee.vors at re:l;'oJ.~m, whioh raised teauhi.n~ to a plane 
worthy of the best men and women, e.ild to a :ple.oe oo~ding 
the respect of thougntful persons. He et!'eoted a ohe.nge 
which, abandoned the teaching of the three R • s tor ·the teach .... 
ing of children, and raised ·che work from a losioal to a 
psychological and sociological plane. His extraordinary love 
:ror children controlled his thinking.~nd his life, and con ... 
trolled his demands upon the teachers and . the school. He 
wanted the school to be the means of g~nerating abundaht 
life, and toward the last of his life directed his attention 
more and more to the social ideals, for he SAW that from 
this realm must come the ideas for furthering educational 
theory and practice. 
When in 1899 he agreed to transfer his work to a private• 
ly endowed institution through the efforts·of Mrs, Emmons 
Blaine, who realized the far-reaching significance of his 
views, it was because he wanted to accomplish the most J!OS-
sible in what he felt were his last few years of activity. 
_ He beli.eved this could better be done outside the public 
school system which political influe.noes were seekiil.g to 
control. 
In 1902 he and his ;('aculty agail'l transferred their 
work to the University of Chicago to take advantage of the 
invitation to have access to the resources ot a great uni-
versity. But his· strength had declined and he oould not long-
er :retain the leadership. "Some Jo~hua was n.eeded to oome 
forwarQ. and lead the educational bosts in·to ·the promised 
land." Though he lived to see his ideals onl.¥ ;par1iially 
realized, yet he ha.d fr~ed ohilqbcod t~om th~ old rigid form~ 
ulas and routine and had moved the educational worJ.d to a 
new view of child life. 
The requirement fo:r a leader to carry on the work he 
had so forcefully commec.ned was fulfilled by the appointment 
of Dr. John Dewey to succeed him as Director of the School 
of Education, University of Chicago, after his death in 
1902. 
Since that time Dr. Dewey has wr1tten a number of books 
and articles which have had a tremendous effect in the educa-. 
tional world of our time, and have been a great influence in 
moulding the school as it is today. He is the greatest living 
exponent of education. 
Colonel Parker 'felt rather t11an saw' concerning the 
educational process and found it difficult to express him-
self' clearly, with the result that he left comparatively 
little published material concerning his theory and work. 
, .• 
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A comparison of the vYorks of the two men, however, 
shows the accord intheir theory and i?t"actice. In.his 
writings Colonel Parker devotecl spA.ce to :bemocrt?,c;v e.nd Ed-
ucation, Number e.nd Its Relation to the Central Subjects, 
The Child., School Government r.:..nct Moral Training, and others. 
We find the opportunity for eom:onrison in Dr. Dewey's De-
mocracy and Education, The I'sychclogy o:r. N'twber f~nd Its 
Application to Methocls of Tee.ohing~ T.he Ohild and ~he 
Curriculum, e.nd Moral J?rinciplfls in, 1Bduc~tion, 
Dr, Dewey ha.s su:Qplemented th0 vtor•k of. Colon~l Parke~ in a 
manner which has made him honored tlu~oughou t the world. 
but even he gives Colonel l?ar:-tr~l' tho ai::Jtinction of hi3.Ving 
done more :for the 11rogressi ve ed.uca.t1,onal movemen,t than any 
other one man. He also d.:i.d. not hold Colonel l'ark:er respon ... 
s:tb.le for a later development of lack of be.lance between the 
pupils or !>ersonal element, and the subject matter ¢:t' imper ... 
sonal element, 1 
The living coworkers of Colonel :Parker regret greatly 
that there is so little of the history and. wo:rk of this hu-
man benefactor recorded e4cept in the hearts of themselves, 
and of studentE', v.;ho unconsctously absorbed. much from his 
teachings, The widely e sts.blished Progressive, Child• 
Centered, a.nd Socialized Schools of today are diversified 
extensions of the work of Colonel Parker during the years 
1883-1902, s.nd.of that carried. out in Dr. Deweyts Labor.atory 
School which was founded in 1896, 
Standing as monumental tribute to Colonel Parker's ser-
vice to the cause of education, are the Fra.ncis W. Parker and 
Ojai Valley Schools. The former is the oldest, having been 
established in Chicago by Oolone 1 Parker himself. It is still 
1 
I. C. Heffron, Franc j_s_ Wayland Parker, :pages 36-37. 
maintained with adequate equipment and splendid teaching 
staff by IVJ.rs, Emmons B.laine. The latter, in Oaliforn ia, 
is carrying out many of his ideals in the west. A member 
of the faculty of the Cook County Normal Soho~l, l'&.'s. 
Gudren Thorne-T.homsen, is Principal, 
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There .are also other sohouls h~aded by graduatus ot 
Francis W. :Parker Senool, ChiG®.,ga, ·which have turtnered the 
teacnings ot Co).onel Pa,rl<:8r. 'rhese are the Sb,§.D.Y Hj,ll Sohool, 
Oambr~dge, Massachusetts, The North ijhore Couni3rY· :Oay $Chool,· 
in Winnetka, Illinois, the Franois W, Parl<:er Sob.ool in San 
l>iego, California, and tll.e Heaaian Hills Sohool, Croton-· 
Qn ... Hudson, !lew York. 
T~u'ough the appointment of many graduates ;rrom the Cook 
County Normal School the Public School system of Chicago has 
been deeply influenced by his work. Asid.e from this it is 
difficult to trace the direct influence of the man, but thou-
sands of teachers were made more efficient by his in.spira-
tion. Advanced educe.t ors and many teachers are realizing 
that true education is learning the uses of the mysterious 
forces of the spirit through which we may educate ourselves 
to live useful and happy lives. 
Let us hope that as the years go by the teachers of Am-
erica will come to appreciate more and more the particular 
contribution of Colonel Parker, the exponent of freedom 
and libertyas the salvation oxf' the ohii:b.d and of humanity 
at large. 
-
.. '/ 
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